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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Delicious apple* was discovered about 70 years 
ago by Jesse Hiatt on his farm near Peru, Iowa. In 1894 he 
transferred the propagating rights on the seedling variety 
to the Stark Brothers Nurseries and Orchards Company, Louis­
iana, iiisiiouri, who saw in the nev/ variety chariicteristics 
which racomniended it for wide distribution. Time has proved 
that this judgraent was justified. 
A. Commercial Importance of the Delicious Apple 
The Delicious apple is grown in practically all the 
apple areas of florth /unarica, but in greatest volume in the 
Pacific northwest in the State of ashington. Gourley and 
Howlett (19) shovd that Delicious is the most heavily planted, 
and continues to be the most heavily planted variety of apple 
in the United States of nmorica. Detailed records of produc­
tion by varieties are not available for either the United 
States or Canada, but aorae idea of the comparative importance 
of this variety in relation to the total production of apples 
k 
In 1922 a memorial monument to comLiemorate the discovery of 
the Delicious apple was erected in the city park at Wintarset, 
Iowa. The dedicatory exercises recorded in the Transactions 
of the loTsa State Horticultural Society, Vol.57 (1922), pre­
sent a complete historical account of the variety. (38, 63, 
70, 71) 
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for the United States can be gainod froai the followirit^ 
information aup^liad by the --gricultural Marketing Servica, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, beattle, v;ashin.j^ton (12); 
"The average production of striped and red strains of 
l^alicious in the i^tate of "'ashington for the period 1934-38 
amounted to 50 per cent uf the total apple production for 
the State and increased to 33 and 34 per cmt reap-jctively 
in 1939 and 1940. Considering the crop in commercial coun­
ties (including culls, hoiae use, waste] the 1934-38 average 
production was scsaevvhore leys tlian nine niilliun "bushels." 
in the opinion of ^^tewart (64j, the United i^tates Delicious 
crop amounts to from 10 to 20 i.er c. nt of th^ total apple 
production, probubly averaging closa to 15 per cent. 
Takin.^ the average ya .rly production of apples in 
the United i^tates for 1934-38, as 1^5,310,000 bushels (12), 
15 per cent of tiiis figure amounts to 16,796,000 bushals 
for jUelicious, a truly a^iuizing fi^aru. UnleiiS tiiis fi^vure 
is exceeded by t^e he^ivy production of ..ineaap frosi mature 
orciiiiras throuj-hout the country, for which otatietics are 
not v.vuilablo, iJolLcious stands out as the leadin^j: coauiiarcial 
Vu*ri3ty of apple in -'jnerica. Xhe w./ic^ht of ihese figures 
leads emphasis to the import-nce of correct picking, hand-
line?* storage ;aothode for this variety. 
B. Mealiness and Poor (Quality, Common Faults 
of the Delicious Apple 
The enormous crops of -Delicious produced in recent 
years have made it necessary to store a large portion of the 
fruit in order to spread the marketing season. Frequently, 
Delicious have been over-stored, or stored at unsuitable 
temperatures. ^Soreover, failure to realize the perishable 
nature of this variety has led to carelessness in handling 
by retail distributors with tlie result that mealy overripe 
Delicious apples are constantly being offered for sale and 
often at premium prices. This situation is current wherever 
Delicious are sold, and is reacting unfavorably aguinst the 
reputation of the variety* 
A second factor which interferes \Jith tiie popular­
ity of Delicious is the fact that a larf e proportion of the 
Delicious t;rown are flat and insipid in flavor rather than 
posaessing the peculiar piquant quality so characteristic of 
this variety at its best. This fact has bean noted in both 
British Coluinbia and Iowa, and has been drawn to the author's 
attention by technical workers in the State of Washington as 
a condition commonly prevailing there. 
The annual crop of Delicious is large and is 
steadily increasing. The continuation of a profitable market 
for this variety will depend upon consumer preference. To 
jmaintain this consumer preferences high quality Delicious, 
firra and juicy in texture, and aromatic in flavor, must be 
inade available to the public. This investigation has been 
carried out to ascertain causes for aiealiness and poor qua. 
lity in Delicious, and to suggest means by which the hand­
ling and storage of i>elicious may be improved to achieve 
this goal. 
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II. Oi'Lm<JR..TURS 
JTo detailed study of mealiness and quality in 
Delicious apples has, to the knovsfledge of the author, been 
reported upon. However, nuxuerous studies on apple physio­
logy and apple storage provide valuable inforination on phases 
related to the problem. 
It is sugiiested by Kagness and -Diehl (41) that 
crispness in apj)les is due to the cemanting effect of the 
calcium pectate (protopectin) conc-ained in the middle 
lamellae of the cell walls. Hydrolysis of the protopectin 
to the soluble pectin foria results in softening and ripen­
ing of the fruit. hen an apple oecomes overripe through 
extensive protopectin hydrolysis, it loses its juiciness 
and tastes mealy bacauce in the process of taastication the 
teeth slip between tha cells rather than rupturinfi: them and 
releasing the Juice. V/hen it is mealy and soft, an apple 
actually contains nearly as much inoiature as when it is hard 
and juicy, according to Magness and Diehl (41). Chemical 
determinations by Haller (20), Carre (7, 8}, and -nirnmett (15) 
support this view. Similar studies carried out with other 
fruits such as pears, Gerhardt (18), and po.»ches, i»^ppleman 
and Conrad (2), show amount of softening to be associated 
with degree of protopectin hydrolysis. Rate of softening 
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in stored apples is proportional to the rate of soluble 
pectin formation, according to liallor (20), but relative 
fir/nness of different variaties of applets cannot be accoun­
ted for entirely by differences in thair pectic constituents. 
Cheiaical estimation of the hydrolysis of protopectin to 
soluble pectin in apples has been outlined by Carre and 
llaynes (9) and this raethod, with sane adaptations, is the 
one commonly used. 
Various measurements of the progress of maturity 
of apples while still on the tre<a, and ripening of the fruit 
after removal from the tree and placement in storage, have 
been reported. Among other tei.ta, respiratory trend, acid 
rietaboliarfi, firmness as measured by tlia pressure tsister, 
skin and flesh color, ease of pickinij, starch disappearance 
as judged by the iodine test, and protopectin hydroiysis, 
have been used to gauge the ripening process. 
It has bean shown that respiratory trend is closely 
related to ^temperature and keeping quality of apples. Thus 
Bigalow at al (4) showed that rate of respiration increases 
with risa of tamparuture according to Van't Koff'a law. 
hardixig (24; divided the respiratory trend of Grimes apples 
at 50® F. into four stagea; (l) Period of accelerated 
ascent; (2) Period of rapid descent; (3) Period of gradual 
descent; and (4) Period of senescence. This same trend would 
follow for temperatures somewhat lower than this and also a 
great deal alaova 50° P. However, at 32° F. and 36° p., 
Harding (24), and Magnasa and Burroughs (40), report that 
fruit stored inuflediately respired at a very constant rate 
throughout storage and did not show the climacteric occur­
ring at higher temperatures. 2iagness and i>iehl (41) report 
steep increases in respiration intensity with increasing 
storatje temperature ishich ivere closely related to rates of 
tioftenin(-j. Lagness et al (43) report that respiration rate 
^t 40° P. was almost double that at 32° P., while the rate 
at 600 i'. v;as about three times that at 40° P. Kidd and 
'Vest (30) reijort an inverse relation between respiratory 
activity and keeping quality of apples, i'hey also report 
(34) that at 2.50 C., 10° C., and 22*5o C. total amount of 
carbon dioxide liberated and dry matter lost from liarvest to 
death were approxiniately the same at all three temperatures. 
During storage, sugar and acid are respired by 
fruit. The higher the temperature at which the fruit is 
hold, the hii-'Jier is the loss of ucid. Magness et al (43) 
working on the respiratory ratio of apples found that at 
32° P. there was approximately equal oxidation of sugar and 
acids, at 40° and 60® ?. sugars mainly were oxidized «nd at 
85° P. there was a ooiaewhat greater oxidation of acids, 
ii.agness and Diehl (41) found that all varieties showed a 
constant decrease in aciiity during the time the apples were 
held in 32o p. storage* Hate of decrease was nearly the same 
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in all variaties regardless of acid content. In six months* 
storage, Delicious lost roughly one-third of its acid. 
Plagge et al (53, 54) also report losses of acid in storage 
incr-oasing with length of storage and degree of temperature. 
They found (53) that tv?o factors influence total acid lost J 
initial acid content when stored, and storage temperature. 
They found tiiat the amount of soggy breaMown and Jonathan 
spot which occurs in storage is in inverse proportion to 
acid loss during storage, and that a storage tQmper<ituro of 
360 V. which induces higher acid respiration reduces losses 
from breakdown. 
The pressure test as a gauge for maturity of apples 
has mat with varied acceptance. Hartman (27) cautions that 
the pressure tost nay be influenced by factors such as tem­
perature of the fruit, turgidity, removal of a portion of 
the crop, amount of russeting, and intensity of "over" color, 
and concludes that in most cases decrease in firnuiess is not 
sufficiimtly indiC:*tiva to be a reliable guide for time of 
picking, lialler and ^iarding (21) report that uppleb grown 
under ample moisture conditions are softer than those grown 
undvsr dry conditions. Magnees et al (43) consider the pres­
sure tost of value mainly as a guide to avoiding overripeness. 
Plagge et al (54) conclude that; "The optimum picking time 
for tirimos cannot be detected by notin,:; differences in resis­
tance offered by fruit as measured by the pressure tester." 
Magness et ai (42) conclude that fruit pressure is one guide 
to picking maturity and set forth ranges of formnees for 
optiinaTi picking of different varieties: for Delicious, 18 
to 16 pounds. Using the pressure tester, I^agness and Biehl 
(41) report rate of softening in storage at 32° and 70° F. 
for different varitjties: for Delicious they found that the 
fruit v;as softer at the end of twelve days at 70o f. than 
after six months at 32o F. Magness and Tj^ylor (44) set forth 
in tabular form the approximate jjressure ranges for picking, 
prime eating condition, cmd overripeness of fourteen differ­
ent varieties of apples, but add that these figures vary vvith 
growing district and other factors. Most recently, Haller 
ot al (25) report that with apples each stage of ripeness is 
reprasentod by a fairly definite range of firmness, jnd that 
the pressure tester is a valuable supplemsntary jaethod for 
d-jteruiining accurately tho sta^e of ripeness of apples. 
Changes in skin and flesh color in apples may be 
useful guides to picking matun ty. Thus Palmer and Strachan 
(48) showed .'dth both red and striped Malicious that there 
v.as a iTiarked correlation batwe-n greenness of flesh color, 
low amount of red skin color, and lack of miiturity. Strachan 
(65) further amplified these experiinents and devised a color 
chart showing the correct shade of fiesh color for harvesting 
Delicious. Corbett (11) suggested ^ 'lesh color as a guide to 
picking Rome Beauty. Davia (13i published a chart showing 
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color shades of skin ground color for picking I^clntosh and 
Jj'ameuse. Magness et al (42, 43), and Plagge at al (54) have 
preeentad color charts based on chanj^ss in ground color of 
the skin as guides to picking aiaturity. All investigators 
of fruit maturity indices point out that in addition to other 
teyts, color of seeds and ease of separ^ition from the spur are 
guides to picking maturity. 
The starch-iodine reaction for gauging the ripening 
process in apples vfas first studied by Bigelow et al (5; in 
1905. They found that the ttarch first disappeared within 
the core-line of the fruit while it remained longest in the 
outer three milliaieters of the cortex, and in V-shaped areas 
Bxtandiug outward fro0i the fibrovascular bundles emanating 
froifl the stem. The starch-iodine reaction has been studied 
jiioro rocentiy by Australian and I'ew Zealand workers as a pick­
ing maturity test for apples. i;arne et al (6) state that 
"the iodine-starcii reaction is a simple and effective means 
of recognizing the picking laaturity of an apple, provided the 
test is made shortly after the apple is removed fran the tree." 
For this they set out certain standards for measuring starch 
disappearance. They found that disappearance of starch as 
uiteusured by chemical analysis coincided with ciianges in the 
starch-iodine picture, iiesse and Hitz (28) also report a 
correlation between loss of starch and increase in maturity 
ior Jonathan apples. Oavis and Blair (14) worked out a series 
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of starch-iodine pictures to serve as a jiuide for picking 
ji'lclntosh and Fameuse apples, but found it necessary to qua­
lify their application depending on nutritional status of 
the trees on which the fruit was produced. Tiller (67) roada 
axi expensive &tudy of the starch~iodine test for maturity of 
apples, and ovsiing to the variability he discovered within 
oivan lots of fruit, was inclined to discredit the value of 
this test for practical purposes. In none of the varieties 
he worked with did he find it possible to predict the extent 
of starch conversion froai a consideration of ground color or 
other ascertainahlQ characteristics. V/ith delicious in par­
ticular ho states the following regarding the iodine test 
for picking mturity; 
1. Disappearance of s tarch comiaences from the center of the 
core and extends outwards very slov;ly. 
2. Starch Iobg is generally of a very low order. 
3. There is only very slight alteration in starch content 
over a long period. 
4. Considerahla variation in starch content occurs from fruit 
to fruit. 
In extendinfei te storage life of apples all invasti-
gators have stressed the importance of prompt cold storage at 
32® P. after picMng. This is well illustrated by t}ie work 
of Magness et al (41, 43) who show the relation of tempera­
ture to softening, rixceptions to this statemont are found 
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in the work of Plagge et al (56), and Plagge and Maney (55) 
v?ho recotcmend a tempera tare of 35° to 36 o F, for apples, 
Overholsar et al (47), and Ballard et al (3), who recoaimend 
storage of California Mewtowns at a temperature of 37° to 
40° i?'. to avoid internal browning, and of Kidd and -est (31) 
who recommend a storage temperature atove 32° y. for several 
varieties. Wore recently, Plagge (52) re-opened the ques­
tion of correct storage temperatures for apples by stating 
that they should be stored at 35° F., citing improved eating 
quality and reduced storage disorders as a result. For soave 
varieties such as Delicious, opinion is not unanimous regar­
ding this recommendation. Thus Hallar and Lutz (22) in 1941 
state that from the results of their viork ripening and sof-
tenin^; of ayples was generally much more rapid at 36° 
than at 32° F,, and deterioration in dessert quality faster 
at the higher temperature jJelicious showed a somewliat re­
duced storage life at 36° F. as coapared vath 32° F. Grimes 
was the only variety which responded better to a temperature 
of 36° F. 
The storage of apples in controlled atmospheres (gas 
storage) in which the relative amounts of carbon dioxide, 
oxygen, and nitrogen vary from normal, has rcjceived much 
attention from research pomoloj^ists during the past fifteen 
years. The impetus to this ^«ork was supplied hy Kidd and 
v etit v?ho in 1927 published their first traa.tisQ (37) on the 
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subject. In this they describad thair proliminary work 
dealing only v.-ith controlled ventilation gas storage, v/hich 
showed marked extension of storage life for apijles> notably 
with the Bramlay Seedling variety. In this article they 
reported bettor preservation of green color, f^reater firm-
ness and juiciness of the fruit, and increased storage life 
of fruit in gau storage as compared with air storage. They 
further showed that controlled /entilation ^as mixtures at 
390 F, owed their efficacy for stora^je not only to the in­
crease in carbon dioxide, but also to the reduction in oxygen 
content. Another publication (33) in 1930 dealt with optimum 
temperaturos and atmospheres for Bramley iieedlirjg, and showed 
that the efficacy of "gas storage" nas .governed by the re­
lationship beUveen carbon dioxide, oxygon, and teiaperature. 
Optimum storage conditions for this variety consisted of 10 
per cent oxygen «ind 10 to 15 per cant Cvtrbon aioxide at a 
temperature of 410 
Proceeding to another phase of controlled atmosphere 
storage, Kidd and vost (55} rexjorted in 1933 that for Lane's 
Prince .Albert apples, a gas tuixture of i;.ij per cent oxygen, 
b per cent carbon dioxide, and 92.b per cent nitrogen at 
390 F, douuled storage life of this variety as compared with 
air otorags at the oajiie teraparature. Haint si nance of such a 
gas mixture required a carbon dioxide scrubber as well as 
restricted ventilation. In 1935, Kidd and est (36) published 
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a more complete trau^tise on gas storage in which they reported 
recomendations for storage of fourteen different varieties. 
This report deals with loaturity and treut-ment of fruit before 
storage, construction and operation of storages, costs, etc. 
Construction and matiagement of controlled atmosphere storages 
has also been dealt with by Van Uoren (69), Hardy (26), and 
Phillips (50). 
Controlled atmosphere storage experiments Aiith dif­
ferent varieties from those grown in >'Jngland have been carried 
out in jJorth .America. Allen and KcKinnon (l) working with 
California Hev^towns at 40® re^aorted greatly iiuprovad keep­
ing quality, retention of ground color and I'lavor v.ith a 10 
per cent oxygen : 10 per cant carbon dioxide mixture. 
Phillips (51) in Ontario, reports improved keeping quality 
of Hclntoah and eiimination of core flush by storing this 
variety in a 7 per cent carbon dioxide mixture at 40o f. as 
compared r.ith air storage at 32o ,p. Smock and Van Doran 
(62), workintS with ilclntosh and Cortland in Kevj York, report 
that a controlled atmosphere of 2.5 per cent oxygen and 5 
per cont c-rbon dioxide at 40° F, gre-tly improved length 
of keaping life coaipared with ordinary cold storage. Their 
raeults Tiith other varieties including aalthy, Jonatiian, and 
Baldwin, using this same gas mixture, \vero not so favorable 
because of brown core or scald development. An atmosphere 
of 5 per cent carbon dioxide : 2 per cont oxygen for Deli­
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cious showed a slight improvement in keeping quality over 
air treatment. It has bean reported by i'^isher (16) and con­
firmed by Phillips (51) tyial, atmospheres containing carbon 
dioxide are likely to bo injurious to i3elicious, and that 
best results are obtained with a mixture of 2.5 per cent 
oxygen and 97.5 per cent nitro^'en. 
Van i^oren (68) reports a diminished rate of soften-
inji and protopectin hydrolysis in Lidntosh apples stored in 
controlled atmosvheres as cotapared v;ith air. Similar results 
for various fruits were reported by Smock and ---lien (60). 
Kida and i'-est (32) report that in a "natural build-up" atmos­
phere of 12 per cent carbon dioxide ; 9 per cent oxygen, 
respiration was approximately halved as compared with that 
in air. Thornton (66) has reported the effect of high con­
centrations of carbon dioxide for short periods upon fruits 
and vegetables held at different temperatures. ii5iiler and 
iirooks (45) found no significant differences in the carbo­
hydrate fractions of different fruits subjected to high con-
contrations of carbon dioxide for short periods as compared, 
to similar fruits stored in air. .Kidd and West (35) have 
reported small difi'arencos in carbohydrate fractions of 
fruits rosultinj^ frora different controlled atmosphere traat-
nionts. 
Improving tho storage life of apples by application 
of waxes, oils and emulsions of these materials to the skin 
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of the fruit have been reported upon by several investigators 
llagness and Diehl (41), using oil ard paraffin coatings, 
showed that these substances reduced the permeability of the 
epidermis, rate of respiration, rate of softening, and de­
layed the change of akin color from s^aen to yellow. Such 
retardation in rate of ripening was at the expense of flavor 
unless the coatings ware very liijht. boatings so light as 
not to injure the flavor of the fruit caused only a very 
slight retardation in the softening procose. very tliin 
coatings resulted in bad flavor in certain variatxss, parti­
cularly whan Duch varieties ?/sr3 expoaad to high tempe-aturaB 
Sraock (59) using comiuercial wax j^reparations on 
apples and pe,urs held at 65° found a iiiarked reduction 
in respiration rate of the tre--.ted fruit accompanied by a 
striking increase in carbon dioxide in the intijrnal atmos­
phere of the fruit. Rata of ripening was also retarded. 
However, r^hon waxes were applied in sufriciont quantity to 
retard, ripening materially, abnormal flavors rosultad. 
Hits and H:iUt (29) otudied tha affect of several 
comtaercial wax emulsions on Golden JJelicious ixnd Griiuee 
Golden apples liold in cold storage. Througnout their experi­
ments they found that waxing reduced the percentat'e of wilt­
ing. V.axing iiraaadiately after picking induced scald and 
abnormal flavors, but after a delayed storage period of ona 
week at 57o to 60° fruit thus trauted showed decreased 
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wastage in cQsa.parison vvith untreated fruits placed in cold 
storage immediately aftar picicing. Such differences in 
shrinkage as ware obtained in i'avor of waxing were relatively 
slight, the reduction in shrinicafie being roughly of the ordur 
of 1 per cent of the fresh weight of the fruit. 
Claypool (10) reported the chief benefit to fruit 
froia waxin^i mm retardation of \v-.tor loss. Fisher and 
Brit ton (17) reported thut midsr conditiorie of low humidity, 
laaxin;^ roducsd ahrinka-^e diatarialiy, lovjered respiration 
intensity, delayed onset of moalinesc. in Delicious, and re­
duced core fluyh in Uolntosh and Jonalhan spot on Jonathan. 
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III. BXPSRIMTAL 
A, Scope of Investigation 
Soon after starting thi& project it becama apparent 
that the problem of mealiness and poor quality in Delicious 
had wide ramifications which neceseitcited various angles of 
approach. The development of mealiness in Delicious apples 
in stora^^e, for example, vias found to be related not only 
to iitoraje conditions, but also to conditions under which 
the fruit was grown and harvested. Furthermore, Delicious 
v;ith flat insipid flavor «ere found to oe no common in occur­
rence that it appeared that poor quality in this variety 
could be attributed as ruuch to this factor as lo mealiiiess 
itself. Thus in the devslop/iient of tha investi^^ation, it 
vk%s n-jccGcary to approach the problem fruii the grovviiig end 
as KQli .iij from storuf^e and iaooratory ispactu. 
B. Methods of Procedure in Orchard, ttora^ie, 
and Laboratory 
Many of the results deacribad under the different 
phases of tJiis investigation required the same experimental 
iziethods. In order to avoid needless repetition in describ­
ing the techniques used the different procedures used have 
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bean divided into those eaployed in (l) orchard, (2) storage, 
and (3} chemical laboratory, 
1« Orchard 
Selection of Naples. Where comparative treatments 
were being carried out, care v,'as taicen to select fruit of 
specified size and color percentage. Usually, medium sized, 
-ixtra j?'ancy apples were used. Pruit for an experiment was 
alv^ays selected either from a 8ini:;le healthy rej^resGntative 
tree or consisted of a sa;T.pla rcade up froa equal numbers of 
apples frora several trees. 
Preparation for storaf-e. iixcept v.hcre otheri,viBe 
noted, the fruit ^saB placed in storage within a day or two 
of picking:. The fruit was usually stored loose unwrapped, 
so as to permit a inaxtoim development of apple scald in sus­
ceptible lots. 
2. Storaf^e 
Pressure test. The pressure te^t watt taken on a 
sample of ten roprosentative fruits by means of the standard 
Jiallauf pressure tester designed by Jilafjness and Taylor (39). 
Before takinii the teat, tvjo slices of akin on opposite cheeks 
of the apple were pared off at the points where the presrure 
test was to be taken. Pressure tests were all taken by the 
same operator, so as to climinato differences in results 
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usually obtained when different individuals v.'ork on the same 
ala^arial. 
The storafT.e rooms. The storage rooms used for hold» 
ing the s'ruit vjere luaintainsd at tampdraturas of 32o, 40°, 
and 60O in all rooms the humidity was maintained at a 
level or between 80 and 90 per cent of saturation. In the 
52° and 40° rooms temperatures v/are nsaintained constant 
'.within one degree by brine circulation refrigeration coils 
in each room with electric fans to circulate the air. The 
60° room is a well insulated basement cold etora(.;e which is 
maintained at a temperature close to 600 in cold weather by 
ffidans of a stnall electric heater, and oy adjustable ventila­
tion ports. 
>7axinK of apT^les. Apple waxin;; experiments were 
performed for three seasons using waxes supplied by a com­
mercial company. The waxing matarial was applied as a dilute 
solution consisting chiefly of paraffin wax (melting point 
130), carnauba wax, and triethanolamine or sodium oleate as 
an emulsifier. The apples were dipped in the wax emulsion 
Maintained thorinostatically at a temperature of 105° i"., and 
then spread out on newspapers to dry ovarnight. They were 
then wrapped and placed in stora^io. 
Controlled atmosphere storaixe experimental techniqua 
Controlled atmospheres are explained as follows; The composi 
tion of normal air io roughly 79 par cent nitro. en, 20 per 
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cont oxygen, and 1 par cent of argon vith traces of carbon 
dioxide and other gases. Controlled atmoEphtire storage is 
obtained by enclosing tho fruit in a scaled chamber, and 
permitting it through the process of respiration to change 
the caiiposition of the air by doijloting the oxygen j.nd con-
vertigo it into a similar yoluiJij of citrhon dioxide, accor­
ding; to tho iorwula ;"or the oxidation of sugar; 
^6^12^6 >^6002 +- 6II2O + 677.2 calories 
1 xnolQculQ 6 molecules-f 5 molaculas + energy. 
Thus, if 8 per cant of the oxy.'^en is removed in respiration, 
8 per cent of carbon dioxide will have oaen produced, and 
the storage atmosphere rtill conaist of 12 per cent oxygen 
and 8 per cent ccirbon dioxide. If when the carbon dioxide 
reaches <1 desired level, e.g. 8 per cent, sufficient outside 
air is tlien udiratoad to supply additional oxy,:en and prevent 
the caroon dioxide from accumuiatin;; above the 8 per cent 
point. Thin system can be called ret;ulated ventilation-
controlled atrriOGi'hcira storage. 
Controlled atmos hora storage, however, has been 
currieu at ill further to raoet i,ht3 requirements of some varie­
ties which r Qspond bett-jr to lower percentages of oxygen than 
can be siicured racraly b;/ r e^^ulated ventilation. iUi such 
varieties the storage atnosyharQ is alloxiied to bacoMie de­
pleted of oxygen down to .say 2.5 per cent, by respiration 
of the fruit. Tho corresponding increment in carbon dioxido 
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produced by the respiration procass is then absorbed by 
pasainr the air in the storage rooca throu,;h a sodium hydro­
xide scrubber solution r cgulated to maintain the carbon 
dioxide at a certain lavol, and prevent it x^'rom jxcesding 
this point. A slow influx ol air is adiuitted to hold tho 
oxyi.-Gn content of the air at the per cjnt lev^el. As 
oxygen is removed from the utiuosphore, transformed to carbon 
dioxide, and tha carbon dioxide absorbed by sodium hydro­
xide, the proportion of nitrof^en in the atmosphere thus 
corrui-pondingly increases. This is a more complicated appli­
cation of controlled atmosphere storage. 
The manipulation of the parcentaget- of oxygon, 
carbon dioxide, and nitrOi^;en in storafre air requires a dif­
ferent t.'chniqufc for expariiaental work ti::an is required in 
coiiimarcial application. Por regulated Vv?ntilation storage 
experiments, about 8 kilograms of apples were ancloced in a 
4 (Imc^^rial) gallon wida-inouthcd friction-toj) can. Two out­
lets were fitted into the lid of e;ich can. The c-ins con­
taining apples were placed under refrigeration and after 
several days built up concentrations of carbon dioxide through 
respii'ation to desired levels. These luvels were determined 
iriuans of tha Orsat gas analyser. :ivery other day, gas 
samples viare withdravm froin. the cans of fruit and analysed 
to daterffline how much carbon dioxide had accumulated over the 
desired level. Tliis excess carbon dioxide was then removed 
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by niaans of a small closadl circulation electric blower which 
had adjustablfij apertures for dravang in new air and expelling 
old. This tolovier was attached to the ttio outlets on the can 
and run for a sufficient number of seconds to remoTe the 
excess of carbon dioxide to a point slightly below the de­
sired concentration. 'hare, for example, it was desired to 
store apijles in 7.5 per cent cai'bon dioxide, the actual con­
centrations covered a range of 6.5 to 8,5 per cent. Devia­
tions frcsn the desired carbon dioxide level, seldom if ever 
exceeded 1 per cent. 
lor controllad atmosi)hc:re experiments where carbon 
dioxide, oxy,-erj, av;d nitro.^isn cill hac. to be re£ulafced, a dif­
ferent method for developing tJie artificial atmospheres 'jsas 
used. Hero, the fuixtures were .made up froni compressed cylin-
dert; of the tl.reo gases, -.ttached to ear;}! cylinder was a 
two-otage Hoke-Ihoenix constant-pressure pressure reducer 
v.ith c- brass cross fitted into the delivery outlet which per­
mitted three iudopcmdent leads to be taken simultaneously 
from the oarao cylinder. -i.tt?.ched to each arm of the cross 
Wa8 a needlo-valve which regulated closely the rate of flow 
of gas frora the cylinder. This appt^ratus attached to a 
cylinder of oxyj^an is ahovvn in Fi.'jura 1. further precision 
in metering out the exact flow of gas toe secured by .means 
of capillary flow meters and bubble couJat^rs attached to the 
lines leading from the pressure reducers. 
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i'igura 1. Koke-I'hoenix pressure reducar attached 
to conipresaed gi8 cylinder. Hote brass cross V7ith 
thrae independent naadle-valve outlets. 
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In making up each gas mixture one lead was taken 
from each gas cylinder (nitro£,en, carbon dioxide, and oxygen) 
into a 2000 cc. iirlenmeyer flask filled vjith glass viool. The 
intakes into the .lirlenmeyar extended to the bottom of the 
flask, and the f^aaes filtered up and hecarfic mixed before 
leaving the ouilet tube from where tha mixed flowed off 
to the apples stored in 4-gallon friction top cans. In bhe 
work c&rried out at Iowa State College wide-jnouthed 5-gallon 
pickle jars were uuud with upecial tight-fitting lids equipped 
with inlet and outlet connections. 
These gas mixturaB were flushed continuously over 
the fruit at a rate sufficient to change the atmosTjhares in 
the containers tv«ice a day. The pressure of gas raleaoed 
from the cylinders provided suffiuiam; head to force the : as 
loixtures uniformly throughout tha sarias of storage cans. 
A view of the gas raixin,^ and delivery apparatus, and fruit 
storai^e cans is , iven in i''igure 2. 
Once set in operation this apparatus g^ve efficient 
and uniform control of the utmosijhdres. nfter reaching equ4-
li'oriuiii, gas mixtures in tiie storafje cans theuisolves were 
checked weekly with an Orsat gas analyser. 
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Figure 2. Gas mixing apparatus isith dolivery lines leading 
off to the various cans of enclosed fruit. Car'bon dioxide 
cylinder front; nitrogen cyiinder sxtrecia left; oxygen 
cylinder at back. 
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3« Laboratory 
Soluble pectin determinations. A juice sample vki8 
expresiisd from ten or mora representative fruits by means of 
an electric centrifugal inascerator. Tht juice sactple v/as 
then strained through a sieve or cheesecloth to remove the 
greater part of the suspended material. One hundred cc. of 
the juice was then pipetted into a 250 cc. volumetric flask 
and uade up to i^arJc with distilled water. This diluted juice 
sample 7<as filtered with suction througii a Buclcner funnel 
containing a coarse filter papav covered with a hardened 
asbestos pad. All suspended 111:1 ttor vias thereby removed and 
the juice came throu^ili sparklirig clear. The volumetric flask 
was then rinsed thorouj^ly with distilled Viater, and the fil­
tered juica suiiiple replaced in the flask and hold at 32o F. 
until ready for use. (If the juice saiuple is to be held for 
more than one day at 32° F. it should be broUijht to a boil 
to stop enzyme action, sincu considerable protopectin hydro­
lysis takes place upon standing.) 
To displace wator or juice retained fro;;i a previous 
sample in ihe asbestos pad, a flushing saciplo of 40 cc« of 
juice fiuide up to 100 cc. with water, was run tiirou^^h the pad 
and the filtrate discarded. The filter pad was thus saturated 
with juice of the same dilution as the sample to be used. One 
coarse asbestos pad, one-quarter of an inch in thickness, will 
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normally filter ei^^t samples without excessive clogging, 
provided the surface of the x^ad is scraped nov/ and then 
during filtrixtion with a stirring rod. 
The method of analysis used was ihat outlined by 
Carr/ and Haynes (9) with slight modification* Duplicate 
100 cc. aliquots of the diluted juice were ijipetted into 
600 cc. beakers. To each beaker \Mas t.han added 100 cc. of 
.10 normal sodiuni hydroxide and 200 cc. of water. The 
biiakers were covered with watch glasses cind the solution 
allowed Lo stand overnight in the laboratory to hydrolyze 
the iiiothyl ester to the sodima salt of rjectic acid. 
In the morning 50 cc. of norraai acatic acid were 
adued to each beaker to decompose the sodium salt, and after 
5 .-uinutas, 50 cc. of molar calcium chloride were added to 
form the insoluble calcium pectata. The solution was then 
allov/ad to stand for an hour v.ith occasional stirring, brought 
to the boil, filtered Ihrou h coarse fluted filter paper, and 
the filtrate rejected. 
The brovja c Icium pectate precipitate was then cure-
fully washed five or six times v^ith hot distilled v/ater to 
remove the greater part of the ehainicals adhering to it and 
was Yk'iiShed down first into a lump in the bottom of the filter 
paper and then into a beaker. ?rom the beaker it was trans­
ferred into a tared Gooch crucible set in a rubber Gooch 
crucible holder in a side arm filtering flask, and the water 
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reaioved from it as fur as possible by suction, (formally 
four saiaplQE can most expeditiously ba run at one time, at 
the sams tima having the next four samples in process of 
preparation.} 
The Gooch crucihles coniaintni.; the calciwa pactate 
were then dried for 48 hours to constant weight at 95° C., 
removed to a dssiccator and rev/eii^hed. Tho difforonce in 
weight represented calciuia pectate and varied from 1 to 60 
xailligj'ams. To obtain ths actual aiiount of cilciuiii pectata 
i£i 100 cc. of juice, the detorrdnation ^ as multiplied by 
6.25, tha dilution factor. Hovvevdr, in presentation of re­
sults, the actual milli^riiiiiS of calciuia pectato obtained t;ra 
given, t^hich represent the amount in or 16 cc. of juice. 
o « 
rtespiratioa determinations. The apparatus lised for 
this v.ork consisted of a constant prosiure vacuum line vdth 
connections to the different storage rooms, standard flow 
aidters as described by Harding et al (25), and 4-,gallon wide-
mouth friction top cans with inlet and outlet connections, 
for enclosing the fruit. Air was drawn continuouiily through 
tho cans containing about eight kilograsas of fruit at a rate 
of b litres per hour. hen a respiration dotarcilnation vvas 
to 00 Kiade tho outgoing air frora the can was by-passod through 
a Truog absorption tower containing SO cc. .10 normal BatoiOg 
for a period of one-}jalf hour to one hour. After the Truog 
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tower was disconnected, its contents (beads plus Ba(OH)p... 
•BaOOs solution) ware washed into a beaker and titrated with 
.10 normal HCl. Prom the Ba(0H)2 used up, respiration rate 
in cubic centimeters of COg per kilogram of fruit per hour 
was calculated. 
i^cid determination. The method used for preparing 
a sample of tissue for acid analysis vjas as follows. A 100-
gram cunposita sample of apple tissue taken from fifteen or 
more fruits was placed in a 600 cc. btiakar and to it ^ Jas 
added 500 cc« of distilled water. The water-tissue mixture 
v.as then covered with a watch glass, quickly raised to a 
temperature of 70o C. in a vfater buth,, and held at this tem-
poratur. with occasional stirrini.^ for 30 luinuter:. This pro­
cedure Y.as found to give a satisfactory v>ator extraction of 
the acid in the juice. The juicu extract was cooled and 50 
cc. aliquots titrated vvitl^i .05 norsixal Hauil, using phenolph-
thalein as an indicator. The data on total acid are pre­
sented in terms of nuiaber of cc. of .05 normal IlaOH required 
to titrate a 50 cc. aliquot of diluted juice, active -acidity 
(pH) was recorded with & Leeds and iiorthrup glass electrode 
pH recorder. 
w.ualitative starch determination of frash fruit. 
i-.tarch determinations with cut fruit vnere aiade by means of 
the well-known reaction between starch and iodine, the doTe-
lopinont of dark bluish black color in the proaonca of iodine 
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indicating the pressnce of starch grains. Tha disappearance 
of starch in apple tissue through hydrolysis to glucose is 
a gooa gauge of the progress of the ripening process. 
Six apples were cut across oquatoriaily and the 
cut siirfaces dipped in a tray contairang a vceak iodine solu­
tion {1 graia KI plus .25 graa Ig made up to 100 cc. .vith 
watori for two minutes. Thuy thoa rinsed vdth cold 
i.'atar to ramove excess iodirse and dried nith blotting paper. 
The quantity and uistribution of starch could thus he aocsr-
tained and compared with a s.j& of photographed standards. 
series of phuto^^^rapha sJiovvinij, diffar^nt stages in starch 
disappearance, as gauged by tSrio iodine reaction, is shown in 
Figure 4. The iodine solution inay bo used a number of times 
if it is kept cool and in thu iark» 
Prosarvation of aoola tissue for oubBaquont deter-
aiination of su/^ar, starch, aid insoluble residue. A sasiple 
of applo tissue consisted of u composite of equal parts from 
fifteen or raore fruits. The apples •;i-.T2 cut oquatoriaily, 
cored, and niillinjter slices aado with a kraut cuttar. j^ach 
slice was stacked on top of the other slices to prevent oxi­
dation, and «adgQ8 v^er-j cut out of the stacked alicas u^til 
the exact weight or the sample v.'aB reduced to 100 grama. Tha 
sample then cut into amallor pieces and dropped into a 
scr.vv-top quart sealer containing 400 cc. of boiling othyl 
alcohol. One season 85 per ccnt danauurod ethyl alcohol was 
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used (85 per cent ethyl plus 15 per cent methyl) which showed 
a very low reducing value and seemed as satisfactory as pure 
athyl. The sajuple was simmered lightly for 15 minutes on top 
of the wiiter Ijath, and then the top screwed on tightly and 
the jar removed to cool. The samples v.ere held at 32o F. 
until the tigio they wers analysed. 
.lilxtraction and analysis of the sampler, foil owed the 
procedures outlined by Loomis and Shull (39). The alcohol 
extract from the tissue was poured off through a coarse filter 
jjaper into a 2000 ec. volumetric flask and the tissue trans­
ferred to a 400 cc. beaker. Sufficient alcohol vjas poured 
over the tissue to cover it, and it was simmered on the water 
biith for 15 minutes, cooled and the alcohol poured off again 
into the 2000 cc. voluiaetric flask, .\ftor fifteen such ex­
tractions with each sample, tlie volumetric flask was filled 
up to the tnark with alcohol, and the extracted residue dried 
at 95° C., wex-^hed, and stored in moistura-proof bottles. 
Sugar. From the alcohol extract 25 cc. aliquots 
were taken for analysis, the alcohol evaporated of , ti e 
solution cleared with neutral lead acetate, and Jiiade up to 
a volume of 250 cc. This was then deleaded by pourin,y it 
onto an excQSi^ of atihydrous sodium oxalate in a 500 cc. 
.'jrleiwieyer. From this deleaded sample, duplicate bO cc. 
aliquots were taken for analysis to determine reducing sugars. 
To determine sucrose, 50 cc» aliquots were inverted overnight 
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by use of 4 drops of fresh 1 per cent invertase solution. 
The differar.ce in raducin.j sugars between untreated and 
invertase-treated aliquots represented sucrose. Sucrose 
values v<ere multiplied by .95 to correct for the molecule 
of vvater added upon hydrolysis of sucrose to simple sugar. 
Su£.:ars in both instances were Uetermined by the modified 
Munson-v.'alker-Bertrand raothod as described by Loomia and 
Shull (39). 
Starch. Starch was dotcrniinQd froia the dried. 
finely ground residue remaining after the alcoholic separa­
tion of soluble and insoluble i'laterials. Sairiples of 0.5 
grams were placed in 600 cc. Jrlenaieyer flasks, covered with 
IlO cc. of water J and boated for 30 minutes in a boiling 
water bath to gelatinize the btarch. The samples ..ere cooled 
to about 350 c. and 3 cc. of fresh saliva added, and the 
samples allowed to stand overni-ht ut 35o C. The solution 
was then filtered, leaded, laade to a volume of 250 cc. and 
filtered onto 0.4 gta. of sodium oxalate to delaad the solu­
tion. 200 cc. of the extract was autoclavod for 60 minutes 
at 15 pounds pressure with 10 cc. of concontrat;ad JlGl, and 
glucose doteriFiined on the neutralised extract, according to 
the method for reducing sugar. 
For estimating with fair accuracy the amount of 
starch present in apple tissue, the following laethod was 
eiaployod. The dry weight of the alcohol-leached residue 
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from a sample of apples at picking, or at any stage in stor­
age when stax'ch v/as known to be present, was daterainod. 
ii'rom this value was subtracted the weight of the alcohol-
leached residua from a sample of the same lot of applas 
after all starch was known to have disappeared, as judged 
by the iodina tast. The remainder represented starch plus 
a very small amount (less than 0«2 per cant^ of protopectin 
hydrolyzed over to the soluble pectin form, 
C. Results 
1. Jlnvirontaental factors affactiny; fruit quality 
It was recognized at tlie outaat that one of tho 
laost ijuporta.nt steps in « study of aiealiness in iielicious 
was to raaka a survey of the xfalicious crop grown in different 
orcriards in different areas, to ascertain the influence of 
environmental factors anu cultural methods upon the quality 
of the crop. This was dons in the season of 1937 and a^jain 
in 1939 in different districts of the Okanagan Valley of 
British Columbia. General observations for tho 1940 season 
are included. The data will ba presented in full for 1S37 
and sujanmrisad for 1939 and 1940. 
1937* From four different orchards in each of the 
districts of Oliver, Pentioton, Kalowna, and Vernon, t-wo-box 
samples of fruit ware obtained at time of picking. Those 
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•were transported immediately to Summcjrland iSxparimental 
Station and placed unwrapped in 32° i'. storaj^e vtithin 48 
hours of time of picking. 
At the time of collecting the sampleo, records 
xiQTQ taken as to conditions under which the fruit vjas grown, 
age of trees, maturity of fruit, and other factors which 
raight influence its quality. This information set forth 
in Table 1. The fruit was picked in Oliver on October 7, 
in Penticton on October 8, in Kelowna on Octobar 12, and 
Vornon on October 13. 
Two removals of fruit tsere made from cold storage 
to the 60° J, ripening room, one on i^ovember 5 and the other 
on April 4. The behaviour of these apples after removal 
froa cold storage is recorded in Tables 2 and 3. 
In Table 2 is shown the maturity of the different 
lots of fruit at time of picking, their size, and degree of 
colour, in relation to firirmesa and keeping quality. The 
onset of overripeness was judged by devalopraent of mealiness 
and the "stale" flavor characteristic of Uolicious apples 
past thsir prime. 
The data sat forth indicate a rather wide variation 
in firmness at time of picking, showing little correlation, 
with district, with maturity, or with soil. Gxi the whole, 
however, the Delicious from the Oliver and Kolovma districts 
were softer than those from Vernon and Penticton. .^'irmnesa 
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Table 1» Description of orchards from which fruit was taken 
for storage. 
Oliver Grower 
jiistrict A. Gilmaa J.\7. Keil H. Earle J.B.Macl^ai^tcii 
Soil type Sandy loam Gravelly 
loaffl 
Heavy sand 
lOiffl 
Gravelly 
losoc 
Iri*igations 3 4 or 5 5 7 or 8 
Age of trees 14 years 11 years 15 years 15 years 
Size of crop Moderate Haavy Heavy Heavy 
Cover crop Moderate 
alfalfa 
Good 
alfalfa 
Good 
alfalfa 
Sweet clover 
& alfalfa 
Slope of 
land 
Sli^t Heavy Slight Slight 
Panticton 
District 
11 .Barnard R.Penrose H. Sanson Cspt. Robinson 
Soil type Gravelly 
losm, 
underlaid 
with lilack 
loam 
Clay loam Heavyclay Gravelly 
loam 
Irrigations 4 2 or 3 4 4 
/Vge of trees 30 years 24 years 30 years 12 years 
Size of crop Heavy iieavy iieavy iiedium 
Cover crop Mi scel-
laneous 
Altarnata 
years 
Miscslo 
lansous 
Miscellaneous 
poor 
Slope of 
land 
Moderate Moderate Sliest Fiat 
Table 1, continued. 
Kelovma Grower 
District J. S» 
Sterling 
McTavish & 
Fitzgerald Ho Seat|t A. McKay 
Location South 
Kelovvna 
.Sast 
Kelowna 
Glenmore Glenmore 
Soil type Deep clay Shallow 
sandy loam 
Deep silt Deep clay 
IrrigationB 4 4 5 or 6 6 or 6 
Aga of trees 
Size of crop 
26 years 
H-avy 
22 years, 
grafted 
12 yis.ago 
Medium 
26 yaars 
Heavy 
25 years 
Heavy 
Cover crop Miscel­
laneous 
Miscel-
lano ous 
Miscel-
lauaous 
Very little 
Slope of 
land 
Slight Slight il'oderate Moderate 
Vernon 
Bistrict 
"at son 
state 
Bates 
Orchard 
Vernon 
orchards 
J. "'e'oster 
Location Aast 
Vernon 
iuast 
Vernon 
north 
Vernon 
Coldstream 
Soil type Beep ffa-
velly 
loam 
la^t loaa, 
hardpan 
at 2 in. 
iiaavy deep 
clay 
Black oandy 
1 oani| 
fairly dee; 
Irrigations 3 3 3 3 
Age of trees 25 yoars 12 years 25 years 25 yaara, 
grafted 
5 yrs.aeo 
Size of crop Hjv^vy H-aavy Hyavy Moderate 
Cover crop Miscel-
laneoua 
Little, mis­
cellaneous 
Litt3s, mis-
cellineous 
Teeds 
Slope of 
land 
Slight la ode rate Moderate ^ Slight 
Tabla 2. of district, soil, and cultural methods on storage life of Delicious. 
(Fruit removad from 32oi}'. etoracia to 60Oi.',, Hovomber 5, 1937.) 
District 
and 
grower 
Color Size Matur­
ity 
Vivm." 
ness 
when 
picked 
Fi noneSB 
2 vvaeks 
after 
removal 
to 600F. 
i*'lavor 
in prime 
condi­
tion 
Observations 
3 weeks 
after days to 
be come 
overripe 
at 60Off. 
£jcald Meali­
ness 
Fla­
vor 
lb. lb. A 
Vernon 
'u at son iSdrly Medium Good 19.8 14.0 i'air 0 M Fair 14 
J^sta te go o4 tolarga 
Jb> <S *3eite8 Good Largo Good 19.9 13.9 Good 0 J3 Fair 21 
Vernon Orch. ITair riodium Fair 18.5 13.1 Pair 0 Ji! Stale 14 
J. Vabater Good Small Poor 18.9 15.0 Fair 0 0 Fair 28 
Kelowna 
J.S.Stec!&ig ij'air Medium Poor 16.7 13.1 Poor 0 r;1 •i£l Poor / 
Good Large Good 17.5 12.6 Good 0 a Fair 14 
H. Seath i'air MQdimn Fair 18.6 12.5 Poor 0 0 Poor / 
A* ^ cKay Fair Medium Fair 18.4 12.7 j5air 0 Ji; Stale 16 
Penti cton 
H* Bernard Good L'-edium Good 16.8 13.3 Fair 0 0 Fair 21 
R. Penrose Fair Medium Good 18.6 12,0 b'air 0 3 Fair 14 
H. Munson i-'air ilediuia Poor 18.1 14.9 i'air 0 0 Poor 21 
CaptHobirscn Poor Small Poor 18.9 14.0 Poor 0 0 Stale / 
Oliver 
A. Gilman Poor i^ediiBn Poor 17.0 11.8 Poor 0 0 Stale / 
J.'.. Heil Good Large Good 16.7 13.0 i'-air 0 0 Fair 21 
H. -iiarle Good Medium Fair 17.2 12 .8 Fair 0 Q Pair 21 
J *13 i-'air Piudium Good 15.9 12.1 Fair 0 a Stale 14 
Kau/.:hton 
* M - Medium, E - iiJxcesEJive, 0 - Mono 
/ Applas navor at<,a ined desirable flavor. 
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was not alvjays corralatad with laaturity sinca tho firmest 
apples (those o-otainad fi'OHi the Watson and Bates orchards 
in Vernon) v/era fully tnature iviian picked. 
On iJovera'ber 19, two weeks after removal from cold 
storage, there was not such a iaarked variatiori in firiimesa 
of the different lota of fruit, although the fruit fran 
v'erriori v.'a£, still the firmest, and tliat frora Oliver and 
Kelowna still thi3 softest. 
The flavor of all lots of fruit included in this 
test vjas subnormal for tiis -i^elicious variety. In some cases 
poor flavor could ba ascribed to iiniiaturity at harvest time, 
but even fruit which gave every evidence of proper jxaturity 
ivhan picked, lacked tiiat piquant flavor and ^ro^ia which ciar-
acturiaes a first-claas Delicious apple. This condition \?a8 
apparently quite general in fruit oX the Jalicious variety 
during, the 1937-38 aeason, and can i-robably be attributed to 
seasonal v/eathar conditions. 
After rxpenin,i, the differont lots of fruit showed 
a distinct correlation b3tv.aen u^aturity v.hen harvested, 
flavor unu d^vJlop.nent of ise dineas. In no case did fruit 
that was iBmature when picked attain gaod flavor, several 
lots of iaiuature applea saea-id low in sweetness, and insipid 
and unpleasant tu the taste tliroughout the entire storage 
period. The davolopmeut of mealiness, and the tiiao at which 
it appeared, were positively correlated vdth znaturity, the 
mora mature the apples the gruater was tho amount of laaali-
nass -diid the faster it developed, iio mealiness was noted in 
iranature Delicious Uirou.-^hout the period they v.era under 
obsenration. The period for each lot of appleci to "bacome 
override at 60^ i'. was noted and vaiiad between 14 and 23 
days. 
The rucorde covcriiiii, fruit rojsioved ^ipril 4 give a 
Gonip:irison of the differont lota oi" fruit as they approached 
the end of their Btorajie life. The infofmation obtitiried ia 
presented in Table 3. 
The relative firiiiness of the appl^B on this rsmoval 
v?as still the sasii; as at time of picking, with the Vsrnon 
apples the firmeet and the Oliver fruit the softest. :ia.ny 
of the sifuples liad upi);.rejitly passed their period of primo 
eating condition by April 4. Ihay vvere insipid and had a 
disagreeable "off flavor, .^von the best saaiples j-osiisseed 
only fc.ir flavor, and remained in eating condition between 
4 aiid 9 days, .'is in fruit of the ^oveiabar rasoval, develop" 
want of liiv-alincsfc 'ivcis usually correlated v;ith laaturity. 
lio sci^ld vvaii evident on any of the lots of lielicioua 
at time of riaioval, but on April 13, after I' days at 60° p., 
a considerable aaiount of eculd had developed. The dsvolop-
meni- of sculd ia usually aci^ociatod with iusji:uiturity, but 
this correlation did not consistently hold vith the .Uolicious 
involved in this experiment. There was practically no scald 
Table 3. .i^ffect of districti soil, and cultural methods on Btorage life of Uelicious. 
(Fruit removed from 32^ F, atoraga to 600 F., April 4, 1938.) 
DiBtrict 
and 
grower 
Color Size Matur­
ity 
Firm­
ness 
when 
pdjdced 
FimnasB 
2 vfcakQ 
after 
removal 
to 60of. 
Flavor 
in priina 
condi­
tion 
Observations 
9 days 
after Days to 
becojue 
overripe 
at 600 F. Scald Muali-
nase 
Flavoi* 
lb. lb. <#' A 
Vernon 
Watson Poor Medium Good IS.a 13.7 Fair 22 0 Fair 9 
instate tolare« 
.u .3 .Bates Good Large Good ie.9 13.S Fair 17 0 Fair 9 
Vernon Orcli fair Medium >air 18.5 13.1 Fair 27 0 Poor 4 
J. abator Oood Small Poor 18.9 3.4 .3 Poor 40 0 Poor / 
Kelo^na 
J .sterling Jj'air MeditCi VOOT 16.7 12.1 Poor 0 u Poor / 
McTaVish Good Large Good 17.3 12 .0 Fair 2 K Stale 5 
R. Seath Fair Medium Fair 18.6 13.4 Fair 3 0 Poor / 
McKay i'air Madiuai Fair 14.4 12.8 Fair 0 u Fair 7 
Penticton 
il, Barnard Good Medium Good 16.8 17.6 Fair 0 ii; Fair 5 
R. Penrose -air Modiuffi Good 18.6 12.1 Fair 16 iS Poor 5 
H. Uunson Fair MediU!^ Poor 18.1 14.1 Poor 19 0 Poor / 
Cqpt. Holi^iscii Poor Small Poor 18.9 12.2 Poor 3 0 Poor / 
Oliver 
A. Gilman Poor Modiurii Poor 17.0 13.6 Poor 17 0 Poor / 
J.\V. Noil Good Large Good 16,7 11«1 Fair 4 M Fair 6 
H. i^iarle Good Medium Fair 17.2 12.4 Poor 36 0 Poor / 
J.B. Mac- Fair Medium Good 15.9 11.9 Fair 2 0 Poor 9 
Saughton 
Am- Medium, .iiJ - i".xcQBSiives 0 - Wons 
/ Apples riponad but never uttainad dOEirablo fl:iVor« 
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on the Kelowna fruit, although xaaturity on the whole was 
under the optimum, v/hile on the Vornon fruit, vfhich was more 
ixu-ture v^hen piokod, a contiiderablo amount of scald cieveloped. 
In the Panticton fruit, one lot shov.in,r good Diaturity dere-
lopQd iCcild, vmile the lacist la&ture lyt of fruit was prac­
tically scald-froe. In the Oliver fruit there was a posi­
tive correlc-tion batvjBon scald devQlopiisant b^rid immaturity. 
tlie viholc; the tendency iwas for the lees mature fruit to 
iihow aora scald, but I'actorc other t .an niaturity saei.. to 
ha,-e influancad amount of oc:.ld in the fruit UEud in this 
yxporiiiiant. 
1959. In 1939 tho iseason \7as cool and rathar late 
vith ths result tii;it n.aturity of iJelicious at ricking v/as 
on the «hole rather in&de^U;-te. Ths fruit vjas often of fair 
color, but tihowud a BoiiSi^hat greonish fleth color, and lacked 
the chiiracteristic flavor of the variety. Instead it vhab 
i-athdr insipid, it \^as characteristic of almost all 3)eli-
cious examined during that Goason th^t. devclopaent of rrieali-
naGC Viae- rather slight, and ia -wc^iiy lots, thci fruit really 
never bacarat; mealy, ilowaver, th-j fruit acquirod ai'tar 
reaovi!.! froni storui^a a particularly etale objectionublo 
flavor. 
i-rora the etandpoiut of qiiality and fl:-vor in tho 
ijelicious variety, 1939 was on tiie Y;hola rather a poor season. 
?rom the £>t;.ndpoint of development of Gealinoss in the* fruit 
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it was a good season. The results of Hie 1939 season Beomsd 
to indicate that the subnormal maturity of the fruit and 
relatively slight occurrence of mealiness Tf/ere rather closely 
associated. 
1940. The 1940 season "was warm and dry during the 
sujffiner and remainod so well on into the fall. Maturity of 
•Dalicious at picking was excollent ^nd quality unusually 
fine. 1940 could justifiably be c-llad a "vintage year" 
for this variety. However, it was noted rather generally 
that the fruit did tend to ;;o mealy; in fact, fruit held in 
common stora{.;e at 60° ?. for three weeks was decidedlj^ mealy. 
Late in the storage season {March 1} coci'nercial safiples exam­
ined in 32® ii'. storage showed definite signs of niealiness. 
The 19''iC season was th^e .jood for developin^^ fruit of hit;li 
cjaility, but poor bacauso the fruit had a atront^ tendency 
to 30 luaaly. 
In this connection it ie interasting to corrolate 
"heat units" durin[^ the ;:rov;irig season with maturity and 
storage, quality of the fruit, lieat unitu have bean calcu­
lated in 10-day period... fraii :lc.y 10 to Soptesuber 30 for the 
seasona 193y, 1940, una 1941. >'or this puryosa, the tempera-
tura each hour of the day was taken froir. the utation tiiarao-
grapbic records. In calculating. ha-»t units for each 10-day 
period, a 500 F. base was used, a::d the number of hour-
degrees in Qxceas of 50° I", wore totalled. These data are 
presented graphically in Figure 3. 
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SEHSDHS I935',l^4n,l^4l.; 
HE 
u,* 
Figure 3. Heat units for 10-day periods from l!ay 10 to 
Septajuber 30 for seasons 1939, 1940, and 1941, See toxt 
for correlation bstv/aan haat units and maturity and 
quality with iJdlicious apples. 
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It v/ill bo noted that in 1940 when maturity and 
quality of Delicious were excellent, the season was unusually 
vvariTi from start to finish. On the other hand, in 1939, when 
maturity and quality vsere deficient in this variety, the 
season "was unusually cool until mid-July» and after that of 
only iaoderate ivar;nnass. This season (1941), Delicious tend 
to ba of inferior quality, which is not surorisin.;- since 
early season terapuratures -jere only modaratoly wura, while 
from the middle of -'ugust to the end of '--aptanber, they were 
particularly cool. It is apparent that there is a strong 
correlation bz;twaen growiri^ season tQapuraturas, maturity, 
quality, and susceptibility to inealir.ess in Delicious apples. 
These jeneral obsarvations on seasonal and orchard 
variation in the OoliciouE variety see;r iinportant bsc.iU8e 
they show Lhat Ibe urooleia of qualitv is not only a matter 
of dJvelopiMi.t of niealinesa in the fruit, but also that poor 
insipid flavor is often equally resjonsible for poor quality, 
'.quality of the fruit varied greatly in apples fron different 
orcharas, ind v.ae nuirkadly influenced by the season. Fruit 
in an iiii-ature condition, such ae that froa overloaded, 
poorly thinned trs .s, or fruit pic3:cd too early, practically 
never bocar/ie xaaly. Large siasd apples of Kood maturity v.'Qre 
of hi,Jiest quality• but saeraed most susceptible to Mr-lineas. 
Investigational studies roluting to improvsaont in quality 
of Delicious apples must take these Important factors into 
consideration* 
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2« Harva^^ting maturity in relation to fruit quality 
In the fall of 1939 a systematic study of date of 
harvest in relation to quality in Delicious was carried out. 
For this experiment fruit from thrco mature full-bearing 
trees was harvested at fiva successive weekly intervals 
starting September 26 und extending thro\ij;h to October 24. 
The fruit from each of the three trees vms handled separately> 
wrapped in plain and oiled wraps and placod irnmodiately in 
320 F, storage. At the tiaio each lot vjas piciced, an iodine 
test vias niade for starchy acid determinations were carried 
out, and representative 100-.:-ram sasiplea of tissue preserved 
in 80 per cent ethyl alcohol for future analysis. On Febru­
ary 12s tha fruit yiTas ramo/ed froTi cold £;tora,;re for exaaina-
tion, and exi^tidned a;-;ain three weeks later after holding ut 
600 On both dates, acidity and peotin determinations 
Vidrc made and samples of tissue preserved in alcohol for 
analysis. On May 6 a further removal of fruit from cold 
to rage was made. 
Gtarch-iodine test, nt each date of picking, an 
iodine teat for atarch disapp^,^ance v;as nads, and the resul­
ting reaction jiistched aj^ainst the set of ai;_;ht otandards 
prseented in Figure 4. Tiie chancO in the starch-iodine pic­
ture from week to week is proaonted by number in Table 4. 
Included also in this table is the percentage of starch in 
Figure 4. itogrei^ive stujes 
; > £  i r a i c a t e d  
in 
by 
s t a r c h  h y a i - o l y s  i s  
i J i e  s t e r c h - i o d i  n e  
?£ in 
?d by 
s ta rch  hyaro lys i i s  ol"  . i Je l ic ioui i  a  r  ides  
t i i e  s t t - r ^ ' h - i D d i n e  t e s t .  
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the fruit as determined by differences in weight of alcohol-
insolulale tissue residue at picking and after storage. 
Table 4. iiiffect of date of harvest upon amount of starch 
prsaent in fruit at time of piclcing as judged by 
the iodine test, and by difieronces in weight of 
alcohol-insoluble tissue residue at picking and 
after approximately four and one-half aaonths' 
storage at 32° F* 
Date of Stage of Dry v;3ight of alcohol- JSatimated 
harvest starch- inaolublo residue starch by 
iodine At harvest After storage difference 
reacLiou (Peb.l5) at time of 
at picidnp: \ »» V/ • .A* w ^ pickinK 
Sept.26 1 
A 
4.10 
/o 
2.11 
% 
1.99 
Oct. 3 1-2 4.01 2.01 2.00 
Oct. 10 Z 4.00 2.00 2.00 
Oct. 17 2 4.05 1.97 2.08 
uct. 24 3 3.01 1.96 1.05 
rvom these dsita it is apptirunt that tiifcre was a 
grauual chan^^e in otarch content fro:}i the aarliast picking, 
Septaaibar 26, until the last picking on ectobar 24. wn the 
tiiree intarij^edi;^ te dates of harvagt ihorc •vvas scarcely any 
pi^rceptible iu the starch picture, iiatisaon uctobar 
17 and 24, hovfdvar, thex'e was a slxarp drop in thd starch 
consent picture which jiioved from iStage & to stutje 3. It is 
intureiitinti: to uoic that oi the five pickirii-a, the fruit 
harvtiistea on uctuuar 2i was w'ne oruy fruit which davaloped 
r«ally high quality. (The ^-enai'al date of liarveat for .))ali-
cioutj in tJru-s season was wctober 5 to lb.) Theae duta indi-
catG, and furthur observations have substantiated, that for 
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reasonably good quality in Belicious, the starch must prac­
tically have cleared from within the coreline, and there must 
be small radiating patches where it is disappearing Tseyond 
the coreline. Certainly fruit piclceu while there is still a 
heavy deposition of starch within the coreline will he of 
low quality. 
The actual differences in weight of dried alcohol-
inaoluble retiidue betwefin samples taken at riifferent dates 
of picking and after raraov^il fro- cold storc^ge indicate 
alai'ch valaei.^ closely paralleling those shown by the starch-
iodino reaction. Th-ire *.va.s rather small reduction of sx-arch 
until the Vifeek from uctoyar 17 to October 24, v/hen starch 
dropped, from 2.08 par cent to 1.0i> per cent. 
quality of fruit v.hen roraoved from storage. hen 
removed from cold storage to the 60o ripeni;;g room on 
febru'iiry 15, and ..l.en examinad three vjeeks later, nrecsure 
tests, quality, and scald ratin,-s wore made. Thoye data are 
set forth in Table o, 
it had been hoped in this exxj^sriajent th^it some 
liiuriced differences v.-ould aa noted in development of ffiealineas 
in relation to date of harveL-t. iiowovar, in the 1939 season, 
as previously noted, Delicious wero alov.- to mature, and very 
few lots examined that Beason showed any pronounced inclina-
tioii to becoiiie j;.ealy. Ivone of i,he fruit used in this experi-
inaat became metly even after three weeks' storage at 60® F. 
-hen held at 60° i?'. for a period of five weeks, at which tine 
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the apples wore overripa, only slight inaalinesE cleYsloped 
in soma samples.. 
Table 5. 
Trea 
so, 
.yffact of date of harvest upon kaeping quality of 
Delicious apples I'emovtJd from cold storage, 
February 12, 1940. 
iiate of 
harvast 
Condition of fruit 
On removal to 60°i\ 
i?irjn~ 
nesq 
Scald 
c/" /v 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Flavor 
After 3 weeks at 60o 
iririn-
ness 
Scald 
t 
0 
3 
2 
Flavor 
310 
312 
312 
310 
312 
313 
310 
312 
313 
310 
512 
313 
310 
312 
313 
£? t« 26 
It 
Oct. 3 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 24 
tl 
u 
lb. 
14,1 
13.1 
12.8 
13.7 
12.7 
12.4 
13.6 
13.2 
12.1 
13.1 
12.9 
12.7 
14.0 
12.7 
11.8 
poor 
11 
poor (i 
poor 
h 
fair 
good 
fair 
f t  
good 
II 
lb. 
11.9 
12,1 
11.8 
11.1 
11.7 
11.1 
11.4 
11.5 
11.2 
11.6 
11.2 
11.3 
11.3 
11.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
poor, atale 
I n «» 
poor, stale 
tl rt 
poor, stale 
ii ii 
fair, stale 
ii i) 
fair 
fair, stale 
fair 
ii.iJ. Since raone of the lots beca^ne jjteuly, no heading for 
raaaliuGSS is 'ivan. 
Flavor, i-'lavor ia Ualicioua apples ia not easy to 
d«ocriba. Tha characturiatic flavor of this variety asioins to 
be dependant upon cdx-tain delicate astars which seem to din-
appear vthan Lho fruit i^ iiuld too ion<^ or ro».chas the ytage 
of ovorriijene&o. if i.he fruit ic pickud ia^iiature, theiae 
riavorii\. constituents do not appuur to develop to Lho same 
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extent as in jaaturo fruit, and varietal flavor is corres­
pondingly reduced, "ban overripe all Delicious apples acquire 
a stale aldeiiydic flavor. Those piciced imicature seem to 
acquire this i'lavor moat strongl;/, and are particularly dis­
agreeable to the taste. 
-it the time the various lots of apples were raiaoved 
from cold storage there vjas no stale flevor evident in any of 
the saraples, although characteristic varietal flavor was 
lacking in fruit picked on the first three dates. Fruit 
picked on October 17 or 24 was foir or good in flavor. After 
being held for three vieaks at 60° b". most fruit of the first 
three pickings was poor in flavor v»ith a disagreeable musty 
taste. The fruit of the last two pickin,;6 v.*as fair or poor 
in flavor, but only part of the sasaplas iiad taken on the stale 
flavor of overripe JJelicious. 
Fircmess. i-'rom this tabulation it is apparent 
that fir;r;ness of Delicious was not oignificantly affected by 
date of harvest. ..t time of removal the different lots aver­
aged abtut 13.0 to 13.5 pounds in hardness, and after three 
\^eeks at 60° ?. tViii! had dropped to about 11.0 to 11.5 pounds. 
! cald. Practically no scald vv;iB ^ivident on any 
of the fruit. Trees nuiaber 312 and 313 showed very slight 
scald and this only with earliest picked eaaiples. Taking 
applee of all varieties as a whole, scald was practically 
non-existent in cold stored fruit of the 1939 crop. 
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May 6 removal. Samples of oil-wrapped fruit simi­
lar to the samples ramoved on i'gbruary 12 were held in 32° F. 
storage until May 6 when tiiey v^ere removed to the 60o P. 
ripening room. The apples wj e purposely held until this 
late date to ascertain whether lale holding would bring out 
differences in storage capacity of the different lots not 
detectable in earlier removals. The fruits were examined 
after two weeks' storage at 60° y. and notes aisde as to 
firmness, uioaliriasa, flavor, and scald, uet^ults are ^jiven 
in Table fs. 
Table 6. Effect of date of harvest upon storage quality of 
Delicious removed frrai 32o to 60oi-', on May 6, 1940. 
Tree Bate of firm­ Mealiness iicald Plavor 
no. harvest ness 
1939 lb. J> 
310 Sept.26 11.6 Very slight 6 Poor 
312 n 11.2 Slit^ht 0 Poor, slightly stale 
313 II 11.5 Very slie;iit 0 Jocr, vary stale 
510 Oct. 3 11.1 Very sli^-ht 4 Poor 
312 n 11.0 Sli ,;ht 0 Poor 
313 w 10.8 Very aliglit 0 I-ocr, very stale 
310 Oct. 10 11.5 Slight 0 Poor 
312 n 11.3 Slii^ht 0 Poor 
313 t< 10.9 Very sli;ht 0 Poor, cliK;htly stale 
310 Let, 17 11.7 ^1 x^fht G i'uir 
312 u 10.9 Slight 0 Poor 
313 «) 11.0 Slit:ht 0 i'air, slitihtiy stale 
From this tabla it is evid nt that cold storage of 
Dolicioue until May 6 induced either a very alight or slight 
degree of inoalinass in all lots, i^'irmnoss was similar in all 
samples and aid not soam to be influancad by maturity at pick­
ing, Scald v/oiS noted vcith only one trae on tlie first two 
pickiti'^ dates, i'lavor was poor in fruit of the first three 
pickint,,s, and fair in tv/o trees out of tbr-e on the last pick-
ini,> There vrdB also soiae variation in the development of 
stale flavor in the different lots. Tho e-irlisst picked 
applet-, if anything, wore the most stale and disagraaable 
in flavor. 
Date of harvest ..rici choaioal coin-jouition of 
Jjsliciou3. Chas-dcul aiial^rocB to det-jritino influence of date 
of harvij&t on acidity, soluble pectin values, and sugar con­
tent of Delicious apples harveotad on the five dates of pick­
ing aro ^iven in Tables 7 and 8. 
able 7. j>ffeut of date of kiax'veat upon total acidity, pH, 
and soluble pectin content of J^elicious apples. 
Date of 
harvest . 
At picking On removal from 
cold stora;.^e, ,yeb.l5 
After three weeks 
at 60O F, 
Acidity Acidity SoiluOble Acidity Soluble 
pectin 
/ 
pH Total 
k 
pH Total 
M 
pectin 
/ 
pH Total 
if 
1939 cc. cc. mg. cc. mg. 
Sept.26 4.28 7.10 4.41 6.55 11.2 4.61 6.20 21.3 
Oct. 3 4.26 7.15 4.51 6.60 14.6 4.64 5.70 20.7 
Oct. 10 4.30 7.15 4.52 6.20 15.5 4.70 6.30 24.3 
Uct. 17 4.33 7.20 4.6& 5.65 13.2 4.77 5.10 20.3 
Oct. 24 4.26 7.40 4.67 5.85 10.5 4.76 5.60 18.6 
k expressed as .05 ij. iJuOH to titrate 12.5 cc. Juice. 
/ expreuiied as calciuai pectato per 15 cc. Juice, 
In Table 7, a progressive reduction in total acid 
content is indicated froai time of picking until after removal 
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from storage. While thara did not seem to las much difference 
in acidity of the different pickings at time of harvest, 
after removal from cold storatie the later picked apples 
shoviyd a lower total acid content, pH values likewise in-
croajied aa the storage period progressed, the changes closely 
paralleling decreases in total acid content* 
Pectin content of Delicious in terms of calcium 
pectate varied somewhat frona picking to picking, increasing 
from around 13 to 21 rag. per 16 cc. juice from the time 
the fruit was removed from storage until three vnoeks later. 
There did not seem, to be any significant difTertinces in 
pectin valuetj associated with date of harvest, a fact borne 
out by the linding that none of the lots showed any differ­
ences with regard to i'irmrjess or mealiness. 
The influence of data of harvest upon sugar content 
of tiio fruit io indicated in Table 8. 
Table 8. i^ffect of date of l^iarveat upon sugar content of 
Delicious apples at picking and after four and 
one-half months' stora,^;e at 32° 
Date of Su^ar content on fresh woif^ht basis 
harvest At pickinj^t After storage 
Hedu- Sucrose Total iiedu- Sucrose Total 
cink cink 
<:* 
/' % 
Sept *26 7.48 1.32 8.80 9.11 1.24 10.35 
Oct. 3 7.46 1.50 8.96 8.99 1.32 10.31 
Oct. 10 7,20 1.71 8.91 9.24 1.18 10.42 
Oct. 17 7.12 1.70 8.82 8.99 1.52 10.51 
Oct. 24 6.81 2.17 8.97 8.85 1.75 10.60 
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i'hese data indicate rather small differences in 
sugar content of the fruit from different picks. It was 
interesting, however, to note that there was a tendency for 
Gucrose content to increase and reducing sugars to decraase 
sli2;htly vvith advancing j.-aturity. The increase in sugar 
content between picking and removal of fruit froa cold stor­
age ie accounted for "by tlie hydrolysiis of starch to reducing 
sugar, /ifter Btora^;;3 for four and one-half months at 320 F., 
the pei*centa;^e of sucrose had declined consistently. 
5. •::;ffect of temperature of storacja upon rate of ripening 
and development of mealiness. 
The p;,'riod in the storar^e life of a Delicious 
apple at which inealinese develops is governed to a large 
degree by t=peed of ripening which in turn is (joverned by 
teiaperatura of storage. In a study of this kind, tliercfore, 
it vms necessary to niako a rather thorough study of the in­
fluence of 8tora^;e temperature upon rate of ripening and the 
chemical changes occurring in the fruit. 
(a) liate of ripenin^^ at different teiuperatures. 
In the 1939-40 and the 1940-41 seasons, Delicious of optimum 
maturity vsere held at 60®, 40°, and 32® from time of pick-
inij. The fruit was saiaplad at intervals to dotennino vihen it 
had become eating ripe and overripe. Ihe data are presented 
in Table 9. On the baa is of time required to roach certain 
stages of ripeness, those data indicate that Delicious ripen 
about three times as fast at 60° v. as at 40° ]?., and about 
1.6 times as fast at 40° i**. as at 32° ?, Delicious ware 
ovorripo in five to six v/aeks from picking vihan hold at 60° 
in fifteen to sixteen weeks -when held at 40° F.; and in 
twenty-four to twenty-seven weeks when held at 32° F. 
Taola 9. .iiffect of storage temperature on rate of ripening 
in Delicious measured "by condition at various 
periods in storage. 
Degree of 
ripeness 
:{ate of ripening froai time of picking 
60° F. 40° F. 32° F, 
weeks %toeks weeks 
1939-40 
.^ating ripe 2 7 12 
Overripe 5 16 27 
194 0-41 
.-iSatin^ ripe 2 6 9 
Overripe 6 15 24 
(b) Belayed atoraf'^a and keoMing quality of Delicious, 
jjelicioua apples were picked fro.'n two trees (numbers 653 and 
*^54) in the Station orchard on October 14, 1938, at optimum 
maturity. Sufiiciant apples were picked to pack twenty boxes 
froiu oach tree. iJour boxes of ioch lot were packed and cold 
stored inMuediataly at 32° and four from each lot at 40° P. 
After one, tv<ro, and three vteeks' delay, reBpoci.ively, four 
boxes frotu e ach lot were packed and stored at 320 The 
delayed fruit was held loose in boxes on the floor of the 
packing house at a temperaturo of about 60° F. The firmness 
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of the apples was detarininad by the usa of a standard Bal-
lauf pressure taster just before placing the fruit in cold 
storaf-e. These data are found in Table 10. 
Table 10. liffect of delayed storage upon softening of 
Delicious prior to cold stora>;e (fruit picked 
October 15). 
Tree Date of storage Firmness 
no. 
lb. 
653 Oct. 15 18.2 
" 22 17.7 
« 29 14.9 
Hov, 5 12,2 
654 Oct. 15 18.1 
" 22 18,1 
" 29 15.7 
Hot. 5 13.1 
During the delayed storaj^e period at 60° F., 
Delicious eoftaned as irtuch as 5 and 6 pounds in pressure in 
three weeks. i-'Oftanine^ durin;,; the first week was rather 
sliijht, but during the last two vieeks softening vsas rapid. 
These dit.:» indicate ths iciportanc- of iiiti.:cidiato cold storaijie 
I'or this variety. 
One set of ten boxes vsias roiaoveu from cold storage 
to the ripening room (temperature 65° i''., relative hmidity 
85) on January 4, and similar sets roaoved subajquontly on 
February 7, March 6, and ^ipril 3. 
The fiUst examination in each cai-c vjaa :nade on 
fno day after removal from cold storage. The fii'mness of 
the fruit vias deteriuinod at each flxamination and a total of 
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20 apples '.vara examined each tirae. The fruit was hald in 
the ripening room for two waeks, being examined at weekly 
intervals. The data obtained are presented in Tables 11, 
12, 13, and 14. 
Pressure tests. If ripening in apples following 
hai'vest is accurately /jauged by pressure test, the data show 
that Delicious softened as much in threcj weeks on the packing 
house floor as in three months in cold storage at 32° i'. At 
40° F. .Delicious softened as suuch in three months as apples 
stored at 32° F. for six months. These differences in pres­
sure tests did not tend to level out durin^^: storage, as the 
initial variations were maintained. 
• it about 11 to 12 pounds pressure the eating 
uuality vjas ut its bast. Delayed storage of two and three 
v.aeks resulted in a rapid decline in quality. J^'ruit reraoved 
later than I'sbruary did not appear to hara softened much 
further during storage. 
w.uality and flavor. There is a t>roat variation 
in quality and flavor of the iJelicious apple which makes 
these points difficult to evaluate. In coinwuring flavor of 
different ea-nples individual people may not agrao and the 
same parson may react differently to the ijame flavor at dif­
ferent times or according to the nunber of samples tasted. 
Disagreeable or "off" flavors that eoinetitnec. develop in 
storage apples are, howevar, rather quickly detected. 
Table 11. iiffect of delayed storage on condition of Delicious apples 
removed from 32° storage in January 1939. 
Tree no. PreBBuro January 4 January 11 January 18 
arkl data i)elay at time of Prea- <iua- Meali­ Pres­ Q,ua- Meali­ Pres­ Qua­ Meali­
picked storage Bure lity ness sure lity ness sure lity ness 
1938 weeks lb. lb. lb. lb. 
320 p. 
653 
Oct.15 0 18.2 13.4 G none 10.4 G none 10.2 F S 
1 17.7 12.9 G none 9.9 G none 9.7 P S 
2 14.9 11.6 VG S 8.7 5' S 8.9 P s 
3 12.2 10.6 F S 8.6 P S 9.3 P s 
654 
Oct.15 0 18.1 13.3 G none 11.1 u none 10.1 G none 
1 18.1 12.5 F-G none 10.4 G none 9.8 P none 
2 15.7 11.8 F-Q none 9.9 F none 9.1 P none 
3 13.1 9.2 P M 8.6 p. M 8.4 P M 
40° P. 
653 
Oct.15 0 18.2 8.8 F-P S-M 9.0 F~P M 9.1 F-P M 
654 
Oct.15 0 18.1 9.9 F-G S 9.0 F M 9.2 P M 
VG - very good} G - goodj F - fair; P - poor? S - slightj K - moderate 
Table 12, Effect of delayud storage on condition of i>elicious apples 
ramovQd fran 32° storage in i>'ebruary 1959» 
Tree no. 
and date 
picked 
Delay 
Pressuro 
at tiie of 
storage 
February 7 i'ebruary 17 iTebruary 24 
Pres­
sure 
Q,ua-
lity 
Meali­
ness 
Pres­
sure 
Qua­
lity 
Meali­
ness 
Pres­
sure 
Qua­
lity 
Meali­
ness 
1938 weslcs lb. lb. lb. lb. 
320 F .  
653 
Oct«15 0 18.2 11.6 G-F none 10.3 C-F none 12.0 P none 
1 17.7 11.2 G none 9.6 F VB 11.8 P M 
2 14.9 10.3 F S 8.9 P S 10.5 P M-iil 
3 12.2 9.0 F S 8.3 F-PO S-M 7.5 P 0 
654 
Oct.15 0 18.1 11.3 G none 9.4 G 10.8 F^P S 
1 18.1 11.1 G none 9.4 G-F VS 11.5 P-P S-M 
2 15.7 10.9 G VS 9.1 F-PO S-M 10.9 P 0 M 
3 13.1 9.0 F S 8.5 F S-M 9.8 P M-S 
40° P. 
• 
653 
Oct.IS 0 18.2 9.6 G Vii 9.6 F S 11.1 P M 
654 
Oct.15 0 18.1 9.3 G VS 9,2 F s 10.2 P M 
G - good J £• - fairj P - poor; 0 - overripe i VS - very slight i S - sli^^htj M - moderate 
K - excessive. 
Taljle 13. Effect of delayed storage on condition of X>Qlicious apxjletj 
removed from 320 v'. storage in yaroh 1939» 
Troe no. 
and date 
picked 
.09 lay 
Preeeure 
at time of 
storafeQ 
March 6 Llarch 10 Llarch 17 
Pres­
sure 
1 a Meali­
ness 
pres­
sure 
liua-
lity 
Muali-
n388 
Pres­
sure 
Qua­
lity 
Moali-
nesB 
1&38 weeKs I'o. lb. lb. lb. 
320 J. 
653 
Oct.15 0 18.2 10.2 G none 11.0 G none 10.0 F 0 VS 
1 17.7 10,6 G none 10.2 G VS 9.4 F-P M 
2 14.9 9.8 F none 9.3 F S 8.7 P 0 
3 12.2 9.6 F S 9.1 F-P S-M 8.7 P M 
654 
Oct,15 0 18.1 10.6 a none 11.3 G none 9.6 F S 
1 18.1 10.2 6 none 10.6 F 0 none 9.4 F-P s 
2 15.7 9.1 F none 9.5 F 0 S-M 9.2 P 0 M-ili 
3 13.1 9.7 P S 10.1 F-PO S~M 8.5 P 0 M 
40° F. 
653 
Oct.15 0 18.2 9.6 F VS 9.0 F 0 va 9.0 P 0 3-M 
654 
Oct .15 0 18.1 9.4 F none 9.5 F S-M 8.8 P 
G - good; F - fair; F - poorj 0 - overripe i V8 - vary e light} a - Bli/ihti 
M - ^odorate; - exceasive 
Table 14. .Effect of delayed storage on condition of Balicious apples 
reruovQu from 32° F. storage in April 1939. 
Tree no. 
and date 
picked 
Delay 
Pressur® 
at time of 
storage 
April 3 April 11 
Pressure viuality Axealinase ProBBure equality Mealinaos 
1S38 weeks lb. lb. lb. 
32° F. 
653 
Oct.15 0 18.2 10.7 Ji'-G VS 10.0 F-? S-M 
1 17.7 10.9 F-G VS a of t F-P s-u 
2 14.9 10.3 F s overripe 0 R 
3 12.2 8.8 F-P M i) 0 E 
654 
Oct*15 0 18.1 11.0 F-G none 10.2 F-6 S 
1 18.1 11.5 G none soft P 0 S-M 
2 15 i7 10.0 F S overripe P 0 
3 13.1 9.6 P S (S P 0 M 
40° F. 
653 
9.0 Oct.15 0 18.2 9.3 V S-M 0 M 
654 
Oct.15 0 18.1 9.6 P S-M 9.1 P 0 
G - goodi ? - fair} P - poorj 0 - overripe} VS - very aligl-it} S - sli(^ht} 
M - moderate j - excessive 
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An attsrapt has been made to combine all of these 
conditions of texture, juiciness, flavor, etc., under the 
heading of quality, and to grade the results as; good, 
fair, poor, or over^ or intarisiediate degrees as fair-good, 
etc. vhen quality was rated ae poor it '»vas ganei-ully dua 
to stale flavor associated v/itii the onset ox* mealiness. 
Lack of cliaractoristic Uelicious flavor vvas soaatimos res-
ponsiljle for the quality bainj considered only fair. 
It is of interest to note that best quality in 
Delicious was found in apples receiving itmiediate cold 
stoi-agQ and those given the shortet t delay. Fruit delayed 
two or three waeifQ in storage was of greatly reduced qua­
lity. Characteristic Delicious aroma was lacicin^i; in delayed 
storage apples when examined in i-'arch and '^jiril. 
Delicious removed frorr cold stora,'ce later than 
February were of only fair quality, and remained in good 
condition only a little more than a week. Fruit /jiven more 
than one week's delayed storage 'vai: definitely past its 
prime from February onwards. Fruit stored at 40° F. later 
than February was overripe upon ruiaoval fro:a storage. It 
appears that irancdiate storage of Delisious at SB'' F. is 
necessary to prolonfi the stora(_;o life of this variety until 
llarch. The quality of the fruit in Uiis experiment declined 
rather quickly after removal from cold storage to the 65o y, 
ripening room. Best quality in Delicious cannot "be usain-
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tained for more than ono waek at this teraperature and this 
rapid decline laecomes more pronounced as the cold storage 
period of the fruit is lengthened. 
Mealiness. Mealiness spoils the dessert quality 
of the Helicious apple. Mealiness is associated v-ith over-
ripeness caused by long storage but it may occur very soon 
after harvest in apples "neld at hi^^h temperatures. IJegree 
of mealiness was indicated as very slight, slight, slight 
to niodarate, and excessive. The data indicate that mealiness 
\'iia& ircr^jaaed hy (1) delayed storage, (2; length of stoi-age, 
(3) length of time in ripening room after cold storage, and 
(4) storage at 40° l', rather than 32° ?. Onset of mealiness 
:ind decline in quality were closely acsociateu since a mealy 
i)3liciouj! applo ucually tukes on stale aldehydic flavor, 
Vc) l?espiratlon of Delicious at different tempara-
tures y^espiration in fruits is an index of the biolo/^ical 
activity of the tissue. Resriration rate increases as the 
teniperatura rises ard has btsen found to he asocciated v;ith 
chan.ces in starch, sugars, acid, and pcjctin in ripening 
apples. iccordinjiily the tread <and degree of retpiratoi'y 
activity in stored apjjlss is of interest witli reference to 
tiieir storage capacity. 
Respiration determinationo were Jiiade v.ith Deli­
cious apples picked at four weekly intervals. Two lots were 
stored at 60** tvfo lots at 52o i*. unwaxed; one lot a.t 
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32° F. waxed} and one lot stored at 40® 'j>\ These date have 
been represented graphically in Figures 6 and 6. ii'igure 5 
depicts the respiration trend of Delicious stored imme­
diately at 60° F., and •'•'igure 6 the data for fruit stored 
at 32° 1?. and 40° i'. 
Figure 5 shows that a rapid increase in rate of 
respiration up to the cliinactaric tooic place in three out 
of the four pickint^s «ithin about five days after harvest. 
The only exception to this statement ;vas with the first lot 
of fruit, picked on Septeabar 26, in which catid the clisnac-
teric rise v;as rather slower, i'ollowin; ohe clLnacteric, the 
decline in rospiratior: intensity was loss rapid but continued 
loxii^ beyond the tinie the fruit was in prime eat. ns condition, 
•-t thvj end of tho decline following the clijaacteric, the 
fruit picked September 26 increased slightly in respiration 
intonsity. All four lots of fruit were eating ripe t'wo weeks 
after the date on v/hich they were picked. At this tiaia, 
respiration intensity was still hifi^i, but was on the gradual 
decline. The point at which the fruit began to lose flavor 
and become overripe is marked on the chart by heavy dots. 
Rvispiration determinations -flare continued vjell beyond the 
poiiit at which the fruit became overripe to obtain a ccanplete 
picture of the respiration trend. 
In Fii^ure 6 which represents the respiration 
trend of Delicious at 32° and 40° the absence of a 
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Figure 5* Respiration of Delicious harvasted at 
waelcly intarvals and stored at 60° I<\ from time of 
picking. Hespiration intensity exproBsed as cc, of 
carbon dio:cidQ produced per ?.ilograni of fruit par 
hour. 
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Figure 6. Respiration of i^elicious apples hold at 
40O V, and 320 F, from time of picking* One lot 
of J)eliciouo were viaxed with a 5 pyr cent Brogdax 
wax emulsion, ^aspiration intensity expressed as 
cc. carbon dioxide pi'oduced per kilo^jrar. of fruit 
per hour. 
rnarked cliniactaric rise is worthy of note. The fruit stored 
at 32° J?, respired at a rate of about 2 cc. COg per kilogram 
of fruit per hour, and the fruit stored at 40° 1?, at a rate 
of about 3 cc. GO2 per kilogram of fruit per hour. The 
applea stored at 32^ i". remained at about the same respira­
tion level until the end of January at v/isich time a consi­
derable rise in respiration rate took place. At this time 
the fruit was eating ripe and ixad lost all its starch. 
The respiration trond of the fruit stored at 40Of. 
wi^a interesting. Follovang a slight rise from tirae of pick-
irii^ until the middlij; of Jecomber, there followed a declirje 
in respiration until the aiddle of iebruary, foilov?ud by a 
continuous rise from Urxen on. This rite more or less paral­
leled a similar risv in the 52o F* stored fruit toward the 
end of the seasoii, and probably was a reflection of ciiangos 
leading to overripenasa# 
>lien speaking of the subject of respiration, it 
might prove of interest to dii-cuss just what sugar losses 
are incurred through the respimtory process. For this dis­
cussion it Vifill be necessary to assume a certain retpiration 
rata 0.13d a cartc^in storage life for iJelicious at each tempera­
ture. These may be tc^ken fron data on storage life (page 59) 
at different tempei'aturas and respiration rates given in 
i'ifcjures 5 and 6. It will be nacossary to as^^uiae that res­
piration tliroughout the storage period is of the aerobic 
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type} that is to aay, the CO2/O2 ratio is 1, and also that 
loss of acid through respiration in jJelicioua apples it; of a 
rather small amount, as indicated in Tables 19 and 27. i'or 
data let us take: 
at 60° F,, respiration rate of 6 cc. CO2 per kg. hr., 
storage life 42 days; 
at 40° F., respiration rate of 3 cc. CO2 per kg. hr., 
stora,;e life 105 daysj 
at 32° J?., respiration rate of 2 cc. COg per kg. hr., 
storage life 175 days. 
The equation for respiration follovrs the schematic 
formula; 
^6^^12^6 ^^2 *"6002 •*- SHgO 677.2 calories 
180 gins. + 192 0:ns. »- 264 gics. + 108 gtas. (oiolecular 
weights) 
Taking tho data for 60° ?• storage; 
In 42 days 1 kg. fruit reapiring 6 cc. CO2 p^jr kg. hr. 
produces 42 x 24 x 6 « 6048 cc. CO2. 
1 gm. KOlQCUlar kv^ight of COg (4'i gms.) has a volume of 
22400 cc. 
6048 cc. GO2 thus weighs x 44 = 11.9 gms. 
From the equation, 180 gms. glucose yields 264 gias. QO2 in 
the process of respiration. 
Ihorofore, 11.9 gms. GO2 is tho xosult of the respiration of 
11 9 X 180 a 8.12 gms. sugar. 
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Therefore, at 60® in 42 days, 1 kilogram of Delicious 
apples lose 8.12 gras. sugar or .812^ of tlieir fresh weight. 
Similarly, at 40® i'., the loss in 105 days is 1«01/^. 
Sifiiilarly, at 32° P., the loss in 175 days is 1*12%. 
These data indicate that loss of sugar through 
respiration in i>elicious apples is only a small amount, around 
1 par cunt of the fresh v/aight, and that uy the time the 
fruit has reached overripenass at diffarent tempei'atitros 
fairly similar amounts of sugar have been used up. if a 
Delicious apple contains 11 per cent sugar these data indi­
cate that by the end of its storage life it rias lost only 
about 9 per cant of the original rospirable carbohydrate 
content present at time of picking. 
(d) Chan Tea in soluble pectin content and rate of 
ripening;. The softening of an apple is brought about largely 
by the hydrolysis of the insoluble protopectin in the call 
\valls and Jiiidule ianxella into soluble pectin. By losing the 
culi Vrall ceiiianting aiaterial, the fleah of the apple gradu­
ally becomes softer and more palatable. In order to study 
rate of soluble pectin formation in relation to tempe -ature 
of storage, Delicious applas horvostod at optimum maturity 
were held continuously at three tejaperatures, 600, 40®, and 
320 F. At succeeding periods in the storaee life of the 
fruit, soluble pectin analyses ware made and corr latod with 
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the condition of ea-cing ripeness of the fruit at that time. 
The data are ^iven in I'a'blo 15. 
Table 15. .Effect of storage temperature upon rate of aoluble 
pectin fonaation, and speed of ripening in Deli­
cious apples. 
ffeeks 60° F. 40O F. 32® ¥. 
in Calcium Condition Calcium Condition Calciufli Condition 
stor­ pectate of fruit pectate of fruit pectate of fruit 
age perl6ca Xjer 35 cc. per 16 C& 
juice juice juice 
rag. 31g. 
0 4.9 4.9 4.9 
1 6.6 ... 
2 7.6 Ripe --- ---
3 22.1 ficxferately 8.1 5.3 
fflsaly 
4 22.8 — 
6 31.7 •ilaaly 10.7 Ripe 5.8 
9 ---- 11.8 Slightly 9.1 Hips 
Hiealy 
12 17.0 11.0 
15 1G.9 12.2 
19 23.8 Eealy 13.4 
These ciata illustrate the rate of soluble pectin 
formation as influenced by temperutura. t 60o there was 
about the saaie peotin value at ihe ^nd of four weejcu aa there 
waii in ninetaen weeks at 40° ?, it 'Jia end of nineteen weeks 
at 32*^ F» they had about; the sa:nc soluble pectin value as 
they did between tho second and third week ut 60° i''., and 
only Blightly laora than one-half that of isiuiilar fruit held 
at 40° for a siiuiiar period of time. 
A corr-lation oetvveen the Lime at wiiich the apples 
re-uhed eating ripeness, und their rate of softening as 
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measured by soluble pectin valuat is also evident. Thus, 
Delicious apples when held continuously at 60° F, became 
euting ripe in about two weeks' tirae, and were going dis­
tinctly jnealy by the third week; when stored at 4 0° F, they 
became eating ripe in six weeks* time, and ware getting mealy 
by the ninth week^ and when held at 32° l*'. v/era eating ripe 
in nine -waeks, and still in reasonably fir;n condition svhen 
removed from cold storage at the and of the nineteenth week. 
(a) Diaaigpaaranca of starch and storage temperature. 
Durin,; the storage seasons of 1939 and 1940, the disappearance 
of starch was studied in Delicious during ripening at differ­
ent temperuturos. Kaiaplas of fruit were held continuously 
froDi time of picking at 60°, 40°, and 32° .F, "ith apples 
stored at 60° F., a starch-iodint|r test vias made at weekly 
intervals; YJith apples stored at 40° and 32° 1\ at three-
weekly intervals. "I'o facilitate presentation of the data, 
tha starch-iodine picture obiained each time the test was 
.'nadejWas recorded accordin ; to the set oi' standards ahoisn 
in -igure 4. The results ob«ained during the two seasons 
currasponded closely, and so for the sake of brevity the 
results obtained in the 1940-41 season only will be given. 
in Taole 16 it is evident that the rate of atarch 
disappearance follows a very consistent trend, hastening as 
tha teiiiperaturo of storage increases. .t €0o each suc-
caedin^i week found the starch picture advanced one stage. 
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Table 16, Effect of storage teriiperature upoii rat,e of starch 
disappearanca and spoed of ripening in Delicious 
apples. 
^eeks 60O F. 40° F. 320 F, 
in 
5 tor- Starch- Condition Starch- Condition Starch- tJondition 
q frQ iodine of fruit iodine of fruit iodine of fruit age 
niimber number nufflber 
0 2 2 2 
1 3 mt 
2 4 Ripe 
3 5 Moderate­ 2-3 2 
ly mealy 
4 6 - -
5 6 • • 
6 7 Itealy 3 Ripa 2>»3 
9 - 4 Slightly 3 Ripe 
mealy 
12 - 5-6 4 Ripe 
15 - / 5-6 Hipa 
19 «• Mealy ^ 7 Hipe 
At 40° and 32® ?. the change vjas not so rapid. Ho'>v3ver, it 
feiiJiied consistent that vihen tiifi fruit first reached eating 
ripenecs, regardless of temcerature, the starch-iodine picture 
was at Stage 3 or 4. At tlieso etageo the fruit istiil contained 
considerable i^tarch. Ho-i«ever, the apples rjjEained in firm 
aatinc: condition until Stai^a 7 vjas reaohed -.nhere only a ring 
of starch reniained around the outer periphery of the apple. 
Teats on numurouti comniaroial lots indicate that whan Delicious 
hcive reuchad iitac,e 6 they should be promptiy removod from 
storage and sold. I'ho application of a chart uuoh at; this 
ehouXd prove of i-jra-t asBititunoe to a storage operator in 
judging at v^hich tine disposal of hie i'elicioue etocks should 
take place. By cut Ling samples of apples during the storage 
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seaijon and applyinj^j the iodine tast, tiie atagje oi" ripeness 
or bhe i'ruit and its pro'bii'ble holding life njay easily be 
judged. 
4. -Sffect of controlled atiaosphdre titora/i^e on icBeping quality 
of Delicious applea 
The -Uelicious apple is a variety famed for its 
truly piquant delicious flavor when pickod at correct maturity 
and eaten at the proper stage of ripeness. However, the 
fruit ripens rather i-apidly in 8torae;Q and soon l>ecomas mealy 
v.'hen raiuoved from storago. Hence it saaoied deiiirable to 
explore the poaaibilities of con-rolled atiaospiiere t-torage 
as a jneans of retarding rate of ripening of Dolicious apples 
durin,. and after storage# 
(a) Hapjulated ventilation, controllod ataosrjhera 
stora3,;e 1937~38. lAediuia siae Fancy ;:rade iicliciouti of opti­
mum maturity piciicd October 16 were useci for the oxperiment. 
.-i,;,ht kilOtiraiiiS of fruit were placed in the storaf^e con-
taincre vsithin a day of pic.kin(;. Three "natural build-up" 
carbon dioxide concentrations were used; 5, 7,o, and 10 per 
cant. -Uuplicate lots -ware held in thaae atinospherea at each 
of two teciiei'aturoij, 40° and 32° r'. Hie fruit vjaa raiuoved 
to tha ripeninti rooai at 60° b. on Liarch 25 and exaained at 
that time and at succeedinj^- weeitly intervals. 
The siaall amounts of fruit available for examina­
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tion from aach trsatment limited the sample of apples used 
at each exajnination to not more than ten apples, .--s a con­
sequence, there is soQie -variation in results which must be 
taken into consideration in evaluating the data. Despite 
this variation a number of interesting and consistent facts 
wero obsurved v/iiich are summarized in Table 17. 
Table 17« Influence of regulated ventilation controlled 
atniosphere storage on Delicious held at 32° and 
400 
Lot ^ato 
exaiiiined 
Gas 
mixture 
i^irm-
ness 
Scald i'lGSh 
brown­ Flavor 
no. 02 CO2 ing 
32° 
1938 lb. A' /J 
P. 
13 liar. 23 
" 30 
Apr, 4 
10.0 5.0 13.6 
12.1 
5 
19 
Over 
« •» Good 
Off, luealy 
Mealy 
14 Mur, 23 
" 30 
Apr, 4 
16.0 5.0 13.2 
12.0 
0 
45 
Over 
•m mm Good 
Off, slightly 
mealy 
.'icaly 
15 Mar. 23 
" 30 
Apr. 4 
13.5 7.5 14.8 
12.2 
e 
22 
Over 
(lood 
Off, slightly 
jDealy 
Mealy 
16 iiiu r. 23 
30 
Apr • 4 
13.5 7.5 14.3 
11.9 
2 
8 
Over 
G^ood 
O f f ,  slightly 
m'saly 
iCaaly 
17 Mar, 23 
" 30 
Apr. 4 
11.0 10.0 15.2 
11.8 
0 
13 
Ovor 
«• « 
25 
GrOOd 
uff, slii'htly 
mealy 
iiealy 
18 Mar. 23 
" 30 
Apr • 4 
11.0 10.0 15.5 
11.7 
0 
10 
Over 
•» 
26 
jQOd 
Off, sli(.;htly 
mealy 
•J.ealy 
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Table 17 continued. 
Date 
Qxaminad 
Gas 
mixture 
02 g02 
Firm­
ness 
3cald 
% 
0 
5 
0 
7 
30 
68 
Over 
28 
64 
Over 
50 
54 
Over 
50 
47 
oi'ar 
30 
36 
Over 
29 
69 
uver 
Flesh 
"brown­
ing 
ySavor 
1938 
32° F. 
Mar. 23 
" 30 
Apr. 4 
" 14 
46° f. 
ilar. 23 
11 30 
Apr. 4 
H"; Ct • 23 
It 30 
Apr- 4 
i:ar. 23 
It 30 
Apr. 4 
^ar. 23 
II 30 
Apr. 4 
iv.ar. 23 
It 30 
npr. 4 
Itiar. 23 
It 30 
Apr. 4 
air 
16.0 
16,0 
13.5 
13.5 
11.0 
11.0 
5.0 
5.0 
7.5 
7.5 
10.0 
10.0 
lb. 
16.0 
14.4 
12.9 
11.4 
12.21 
9.5 
11.8 
9.9 
13.8 
10.2 
13.9 
9.7 
13.6 
11.2 
14.0 
10.8 
A> 
l-'air to good 
i'air 
Poor, mealy 
Poor, mealy 
Good, moaly 
Off, maaly 
Mealy 
Good, maaly 
v'ff, aiealy 
asoaly 
i'air, sli,;htly 
mealy 
Off, slightly 
med. y 
Kealy 
i'air, mealy 
Off, mealy 
Mealy 
Good 
Off, slightly 
aieal y 
Moaly 
Good 
Off, slightly 
meal y 
mealy 
•Flavor. On the day of ro.T.oval froni stora^A^e, all 
Delicious v<hich had bean held in controlled atniosphares were 
reasonably good in flavor, but when examined a week later had 
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a d.isagrsea"blQ "off" fla\''or and viere decidedly mealy. Check 
Uelicioua hald in air at 32° F. after a waaJi at 60° h\ vigre 
still fair in flavor and had not cociaonced to show jaealinsss. 
l-'irmness. At time of removal from storage, fruit 
held at 32° F. \vas several pound;, firccer than that hald at 
40® i'. Chaci: fruit held in air at 32° x-'. was the firmest of 
the lot. Oi" i,he fruit atorad in controilea utiaobpheros, that 
held at 32*^ v<ith 7.5 and 10 per cent CO2 waa firraer than 
other lots. A vie^k aftar renoval fron storaga, fruit hsld at 
320 j', v»as still firmer than held at 40o 
Scald. Sciild in varying amounts was found on all 
fruit stored in CO2 mixturas, but v.iis nojligible in cVujck 
fruit in oiled \nraps. In all lots of fruit scald increased 
in a/!iount after rciziioval fraii cold storage, iicald on fruit 
held at 32® was only blight in aSicunt in co:aparieon with 
fruit held at 40° 'J. 
Flash browninj^. In fruit given the 10 per c«int 
CC2 tTGitrnant at 32° a brownin,- of the flesh occurred in 
abcut 2b per cant of the ajjpleo, suggettin eorne kind of 
poiuonintj of the tiuBue due to the high OOp, concentration at 
low tenperature. 
(b) Controlled atmor.phere stora/Tio of Uelicious 
193B-39. --or this study a rapry&entative saaple of Delicious 
was obtained by harvestim^ u quantity of ..xtra F^ncy grade 
fruit frori each of thirty different trods in the Iowa A,jri-
cultural iixperiment station orchard. In inaking up each 
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storage saaple, tv.'o apijles from each tree "'.7ere included, 
L i^aking a total w.ight of about 8 kilograros. The apples were 
wrapped in oil wraps with a few left unwrapped to serve as 
a chaclt on scald develoijment. After anclosxng the fruit in 
storage containers as described under "ii^ tiiods" the fruit 
was placed at two temperature©, 40° and 32° and for vjach 
tijniperature and each gas :nixture the.i'e -. era duplicate lots 
of ai.ples. The follov.in^ tl\ree i.tmosphares v;'.-jre us-c^d in 
Gonrpariaon with air: 
-tment CO3 ^2 J'2 
1 5.0 2.5 92.5 
2 0,0 2.5 97.5 
3 5.0 25.0 70.0 
4 (air) 0.0 20.0 80.0 
The apples rercuiiied in these atinoi^pherat frou tci^obur 9 to 
i'ebruary 27 at w);ich time ware ramoveti to air at 66° 
for exan^inifctiori. A dc^y folljoi^dujj rcmovai to -ir, a rating 
of the fruit waa xade by six sxar.in-rn v.or/rin,;; iridependontly 
on sajjiples idontified only by lot mar.bers. Kesulti: pres-
iiure teiita and quality ratings.' are ;avon in Table 13. 
At this fjxarainatio:;, ail controlled utmaspharc 
samplers \vhi;thar at 400 or 52° i'., were of good llavor, al­
though fruit of Bo,5 tra-atrnant was geti-in:; maaly. Ihc air-
stored fruit at 320 uleo v^'aa tS^^od, but tVie air-Swcred 
fruit at 400 i.', -,vas n:ealy and overripe with Uie character­
istic "off" flavor of ovsrrive Delioicus. I'hvirc wat: a die-
tinct differenc-.? in ground color of the s^icin of the unblushed 
aide of the apples between the fruit stored in air or under 
Eo*5 treatrjient, una that stored under reduced oxygen in No.l 
and Ho,2 treatments. 
Table 18. £!ffeGt of controlled atmosphere storage upon 
firmness of DeliciouD uijplas when remoyad to air 
uit 65® .l«'» on i'ebruary 27, 1939. 
Saiuple 
nunibar 
Storage 
tQ!.'ipor-
atur© 
Trai*. tnient 
i'irm-
ness i'lavor (Jround color 
OF. lb. 
la 40 2.5;5 02 10.3 Good Light green 
lb 40 5.0^ C02 10.3 Iff ti a 
Ic 32 92.5> 3^2 11.7 II »i n 
Id 32 12.3 11 n n 
2a 40 2»5/« 02 9.5 Good Light grasn 
2b 40 0.0^ C02 9.5 II 19 M 
iiC 32 97.5;;; K2 12.0 II H tt 
2d 32 11.3 II II n 
3a 40 25.0>b 02 s.7 Good Yellow 
3 b 40 b.o;; cvjy 7.9 II 
3c 32 70.0;^' N2 ' 10.S II II 
3d 32 v. 8 II " 
4a 40 .ikir 7.5 Ctale i Ye Hot? 
oTorripo r 
4b 40 7.8 II II 
4c 32 11.1 Good (i 
4d 32 11.1 tl « 
Kote; "a" and "b" are duplicate treatments at 40° P. 
"jJ" and "d" are duplicaie trej-tmontB at K. 
Of the controlled atmoBpnei-e samples at both 32° 
and 40° i'., the fruit least ri])e to taste tre.tiaent llo,2 
(yv.tj 3,cjr cont i^2, 2.5 per cent Og). At 32o F. fruit of this 
serien was atill slightly atorchy to taste and leee ripo than 
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air checks at tlia Bama tompoorature. iiovjeYsi'} the fruit in 
trejitiaant lIo.3 (70 caut 25 per cent O2, 5 jisr cant 
COg) at both 400 and 22® /», whilo still in ^ood eating con­
dition, was on the verge of xuaalinass and distinctly softer 
than the othar lota, 
;'.ith the exception of fruit of treatment i\'0,3, 
which iva.G softcir thc.n th<j uLho:' no diffur-jncatj in firm­
ness axistcd bet\?0o'a the. differatit lott, at V. At 40° i'. 
the fruit of Ho.l trcawas fir;aesi, folio'Aad by that of 
i!i0.2 tr.;at!uant axKi both rtord distinctly fir.-aer than aichar 
the air checJ^ti or trf;at:.iyat I<o.5. At 40*^ i'. thcs air checks 
and iio.o tVi.ituiinl v.urs of avpraxiiiii^tely the Scisc firuinosa. 
No scald in oil wrcii>pGd or urj.vra.ppad fruit was observed nor 
ware any oth.;r ^iiysiulo,5icjai uiciu'dera dviciont in tho dif­
ferent lots of f-uit. 
-•ciuity valuQs of b(.0:.ar:o sU'fiv'.IeB, .'ebfuary 27. 
Total acidity and ictivo acidity (^li) -.vere dotcr.Tiir;3d on 
i'eurua"y 27, thu day th'j f^'uit ra^novad to -ir. Those 
datoi ax'j I'ahlo 19. 
Th'sre in little in;;icatiun tJiat !:tora';a lirocaduro 
or toi^iperature aiJtsryciatoly aff.^utad aci-.iity value:;, axcopt 
that in tre-UTionts Kos. A and «i, i^cidity v.ciy ao;.u;what Ici^a 
tikui in tra^v.i.i3n»a Ifoa. 1 and 2. aU coai.iariid uith -.vcidity 
uiaaaure.iicnts talcan at time of pickin,-.*, the fii^ures ahowed 
sojiie changcs, most conepicuausly the increasa in pH from 
4.09 to about 4.90. 
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Table 19. ^iJffact of controlled atnioEphera storage upon 
acidity values of JJaliciouo apples at time of 
removal to air, i'ebruary 28, i939. 
Sample 
number 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Acidity 
pH Total * 
°F. 
la 40 2,^% Op 4.84 2.65 
lb 40 5.0^^ 002 4.89 2.75 
Ic 32 92.5>& Kg 4.89 2.55 
Id 32 4.89 2.55 
2a 40 2.5/5 02 4.88 2.55 
2b 40 0.0>l C02 4.87 2.50 
2c 32 97.5j;^ N2 4.89 2.55 
2d 32 4.90 2.55 
3a 40 25.0>' 02 4.90 2.30 
3b 40 5.0;& 002 4.89 2.45 
3c 32 70.0jg m2 4.95 2.25 
3d 32 4.92 2.35 
4a 40 Air 4.84 2.60 
4b 40 4.84 2.50 
4c 32 5.02 2.10 
4d 32 3.04 1.90 
At picking 4.09 2.70 
^ Expressed as cc. .05 M l^aOH to titrate 12.5 cc. Juice 
dilutad to 50 cc. 
^examination of fruit fourteen days after removal 
frail Btora^-^q. Sajmples of fruit taken frcm storage i'sbruary 
27 were held in air at 65° J. until iSarch 13 (fourteen days 
. later) to simulate market aonditions, and were then re­
examined. i'he data are ^iven in i-'able 20. 
The fruit which had been held in controlled atmos­
pheres at both 40® and 32° and in air at 32® F., vras all 
of good flavor, although somo lots were better than others. 
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Table 20. Condition of Delicious applet fourteen days 
after removal from controlled atmosphare storai.;e 
to air at 65° F., 2<Iarch 13, 1939. 
Sample 
number 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment Flavor Mealiness 
Firm­
ness 
OF. lb. 
la 40 2.5;sg 02 i'air Moderate 7.1 
lb 40 5.0^ G02 II iixceesivo 6.8 
Ic 32 92.5;^ N2 CJood Slight 8.4 
Id 32 It H 8.6 
2a 40 2.5;^ 02 Good J^oderate 7.3 
2b 40 0,0)^ C02 ti }l 7.6 
2c 32 99,5% K2 It Uone 9.4 
2d 32 II It 10.0 
3a 40 2 5 0 2  Poor ..-j:cei3uiva 6.0 
3b 40 5.0^ 002 H n 6.0 
3c 32 70.0)^ Kg I air II 7.2 
3d 32 It 11 7.2 
4a 40 Air Poor .ixcaasive 6.6 
4b 40 11 n 6.4 
4 c 32 >'air Slight 8.1 
4d 32 ai •t 6.8 
The 40° y. air aaraplo was definitely ovtirripo. xhe best 
fruit was that of oerieu 2 (97,5 per cont \\2t 2*^ P- - cant 
02) held at 32° It \niB crisp, juicy and of £,ood fluvor, 
and evan two weeks later (Marcii 27/ was still in fairly good 
condition viithout iviciunce uf ir.uch meulineas. lioxt botit in 
quality to treatment !Jo.2, 'iiQi'e No.l and IIo.'l trjiL'r.ents 
held at 32° F. At both 40O ami 32® h\, tre tments I>oa. 1 
jiud 3, especially ao.3, wore iiO:;t und Jiseuly altbou^jh atill 
of satisfactory flavor. At 40O r, traaLment No,;j was firmest 
folloised by treatacjnt No.l. rruatjnents is'o.3 and 4 (air check) 
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were tooth riiuch softer than Ho, 1 and 2. 
It would appear that traiitment Uo.3 (70 per cent 
Ng, 25 per cent Og, 5 par cent GOq) was actually harmful to 
the fruit at both 40° and 32^ i?'. since it hastened the onset 
of ixiealiness. 
Sucrose, reducing sugars, starch, and vvai^cht of 
alcohol-leached rvisidue of fruit stored in controlled atmos­
pheres . To d8teri!:ine \i'hat changes xiad tuken place in sugar 
contcnt of fruit stored under different atrnosphareii, dupli­
cate analyses from each lot v;ere made for reducin-: sugsir and 
sucrose, and starch. In addition, the dry ueirhts of the 
tissue remaining lifter alcohol axtraction of the various 
saniploj:; for sugars and othar soluble iis^torials wars dtJter-
riiincd. This was done principally to ascertain the docraase 
iii insoluble .Tiaterial between time of harvest and time of 
removal of the fruit from storage• Xhe diffarence, which 
is corisideri-bia, can ba ascu'ced with only a saiall de.;rae of 
error, to b-' lue to starch present at picking, but lar^^ely, 
if not entirely, hydrolyzed to [jlucose <:urine storage. 
These data are iven in Tables 21, 22, 23, and 24. 
i'roiii Tsiblo 21 it is evident L^iat controlled atmos­
phere stora^.c did not /lave any cunsislent or aipreciable 
ci'f:ict u\on tlie sut:.ar fractiovis of iJelicious a. pics, bucli 
difforonces as did occur could siore safely be asi-i.jnad to 
experimental error. It vvas notic.ablo, how-jver, that all 
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Table 5;J1. jiiffect of controll-sd atmosphere storage on sugar 
contant of Delicious apples whan removed from 
storage, February 27, 1939. 
Sample 
nuiaber 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Percentage sugar 
(frash waifcht basis) 
Reducing Sucrose Total 
01''. ci A % 
Fall 1938 At picking 6.84 2.26 9.10 
la 
lb 
Ic 
Id 
40 
40 
32 
32 
2.5> 02 
5,0> CO2 
92.5> 132 
9.40 
9.36 
9.00 
8.38 
0.99 
1.22 
1.75 
1.37 
10.39 
10.58 
10i75 
10.25 
2a 
2b 
2c 
2d 
40 
40 
32 
32 
2.5;& O2 
GO2 
9 7 . N 2  
9.44 
y.36 
8.80 
8.88 
1.10 
l.lti 
1.75 
1.63 
10.54 
10.54 
10.53 
10.51 
3a 
3b 
3c 
3d 
40 
40 
32 
32 
25.0,i; 02 
5.0^ COp 
70.0/; il2 ' 
8.56 
8.88 
S.70 
8.68 
l.f53 
1.41 
1.73 
1.67 
10.19 
10.29 
10.43 
10.35 
4a 
4b 
4c 
4d 
40 
40 
32 
32 
Air 9.32 
3.80 
8.70 
1.60 
1.63 
1.99 
10.92 
10.43 
10.69 
lots stored at 40o f'. had mor>: glucoiio t-nd loss sucrose than 
correct.ondiiig Iocs hold ut 32o F. Tho "fall" &aaple Uaken 
at picking time showed u low total su^iar value, ainco at that 
tiwe a fair uwount of svaroh \^as i^rosant, '.wiich later during 
storu^^e uucaiiie kiy^irolyaad to glucoL^o. It iij evideut also 
that part of the k>u,iar iu the i'ox'ia oi" tucroae at picMug 
tiiiie lat^r oacaaie ooriveri,aa to roducin.i uu^^ar. 
/ifteen days after reinoval of the apples itmi 
{jturas.;e, SjUJflplao v;dru ajiuin preuorved for analysis, ougar 
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da terminations on these samples yielded the following results 
Table 22. x'lffect of controlled atmosphere storai;e on sugar 
content of JJelicious apples fifteen days after 
ramoval to air, iilarch 14, 1939. 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Percentage sugar 
(frosh YVGight basis) 
Reducing Sucrose Total 
% % 
6.84 2 * 26 9.10 
9.28 1.22 10.50 
9.44 1.41 10.86 
9,12 1.60 10.72 
9.08 1.62 10.60 
9.16 1.60 10,76 
9.40 1.14 10,54 
8.92 1.67 10.59 
0.84 1.64 10.48 
9 .00 1.18 10.18 
8.96 1.22 10.18 
8.64 1.67 10.31 
8.64 1.69 10.33 
8.96 1.16 10.12 
8.88 1.33 10.21 
6.52 1.67 10.19 
.1 1&3S 
40 
40 
32 
40 
40 
32 
32 
40 
40 
52 
32 
40 
40 
32 
32 
At picking 
2.5/ii Og 
b,0^^ CG2 
92.5>j 1<2 
2.5>s' 02 
co2 
97.5^ ng 
2b,Q/l o2 
5.0;^' C02 
70.0>i, 12 
Air 
Ac coffipart'd With the analyses in Table 21, little 
change in the conipoijition of tho fruit can be notad during 
the fiftaen-day interval rei-tioval frcai 8tor>;:;,e. Suc­
rose ..as stiJl Icwer and reducing su^ar hi^ihar in tho fruit 
Btorgd at 40° F. as coaioared with fruit &ior.jd at .520 p. 
Starch. In Table 23 are shown starch «naly6ea 
takan on firmly ground ba'T.ples of tissue residue reitiaining 
after alcoholic extraction for eoluble aatsrials. The data 
daal v.ith starch content at picking, at time of reraoval from 
storage, and fifteen days after raiaoval frora storage. 
Table 23. iiffsct of controlled atmosphare 3tora..^a upon 
starch changes in Delicious apples expressed 
as per cent of fresh weight. 
Gas iiiixture Storage 
' tenipar-
titarch, as per cent 
vifaight 
of fresh 
ature At start 
Oct.8 
Feb.27 March 14 
°F. % /f % 
Ho.l - 97.5;^ ^ 2 
2,5% Op 
5.or; 002 
40 
32 
.891 
.891 
.1435 
.2110 
.1058 
.1612 
tlo.2 - 97,b% H2 
2.5;^ 02 
0,0^ CO2 
40 
32 
.891 
.891 
.1510 
.1750 
.1104 
.1432 
Do *3 "• 70.0/6 1^2 
25.0>' O2 
5.0;^ CO2 
40 
32 
.891 
.891 
.1210 
.1180 
.1280 
.1104 
Ho.4 - Air 40 
32 
.891 
.891 
.1330 
.1870 
.1443 
.1496 
It is evident frora these data that a simll amount 
of starch persieteu in the tisuue of all samples even up to 
two weeks after rsmoval of the fruit frora storage. There 
vias no notable or conuijitent decrease in starch from Febru­
ary 27 to Aiarch 14. I'he prosenc. of a Biaall amount of 
starch even in fully viyQ apples is not unusual, as indi­
cated by the starch-iodine reaction on cut halves of i)eli-
cious apples. It is notable from these figurea that there 
was a large reduction in starch content from time erf picking 
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(.891 ijor cent) to the end of the storage period (about .13 
par C'3nt;. This starch is hydrolyzad to glucose, and sugar 
values of tha appl-is after storage are correapondingly in­
creased. 
Alcohol-inBoluble residue. In Table 24 are shown 
the values for insoluble re:;iduo remaining after alcohol 
ext-fciction of the ar^.-le tiesue sai.sples. 
Table 24, .Lvffect of controlled atmosphere storage upon 
insoluble rasiducj remaininv; after extru.ction 
of apple tissue for removal of substances 
soluble in 80 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
nuinoer 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Paroenta£:e insoluble residue 
in samples preserved on ft 
'^eb.28 Llarch 15 
la 
lb 
ic 
Id 
2& 
2b 
2c 
2d 
3a 
3b 
3c 
3d 
4 a 
4b 
4c 
4d 
oi\ 
40 
40 
32 
32 
40 
40 
32 
32 
40 
40 
32 
32 
40 
40 
32 
32 
2.5j^ 02 
5.0> C02 
92 .5;^ Ms 
2.5;^ 02 
O.O;^ CQ2 
97.5?i K2 
25.Oj^ 02 
b.o>i c02 
7 0 . U 2  
Air 
r> 
1.91 
1.77 
2.05 
1.95 
1.81 
1.75 
1.95 
1.95 
1.93 
1.82 
1.86 
1.86 
1.87 
1.85 
1.96 
1.85 
/a 
1.86 
1.87 
1.95 
1.95 
1.92 
1.85 
1.91 
1.94 
1.82 
1.86 
1.91 
1.92 
1.89 
1.90 
1.93 
1.93 
A A  check sample analysed at harvest time contained 3.06 
par cent alcohol-insolublo residue. 
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It is evident that no eignificant differences in 
amount of insoluble residuo could "be attributed to the stor-
a^-s treatraont ^^iven the fruit. Such differences as exist 
fall within the range of experiraantal error. 
(c) Controlled atmosuhera stora/re of Delicious, 
3:940-41. In the stora. a eeaeon of 1940-41 anot^xer controlled 
atmosphere storage exporinient -ivas carried out. This was 
Biiailar to txie one just reported on and done at Iowa State 
College, except that it was carried out at the X)ominion 
-:^xperiniental iitation, iiummerland, B. G. The aaiiic atmoB-
ph'ares and similar tachniquec viCra usjd as in 1938-39. 
The fruit for these oxperi^.oiits was of Jxtra ^''ancy 
quality, harvested October 9, and atored Uctober 11. The 
fruit saa;ple placed in each can consisted of an equal quan­
tity of mediUDa sized apples frcm three different trees, a 
total of about 45 apples r.ei(dun,; 8 kilo^ra-nc. The axiples 
were unwrapped except for six apples in each can which vje re 
oil wrapped ar. a check for acald control. 
The apples vjare removed from stor^-ge alon-; with 
air stored chocks on Fobruarv 17, 1941, and held in a ripen­
ing room at F. for exandnation at intervals, .^t the 
time the fruit ms removed from atorago and seventeen days 
later, on March 6, pressure and organoleptic toets v^ere loade, 
and acidity and soluble pectin content determined. In addi­
tion, loo-gram reprooontative aainpluB of tiotiuo frcra fifteen 
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fruits wore preserved in boiling ethyl alcohol for future 
analysis. At the time the fruit ^vas remoTsd the iodine test 
•,vas applied to the different lots of fruit to ascortain the 
presunc3 of unhydrolyzed starch. 
Q,uality sainplin^a: test. One day after removal from 
controlled atmosphere storage, the different aaraples of 
fruit together with air itored ohacKs v.ere laid out for 
exainination identified only by refersnce nuinbars. The 
oasoples w-re evaluated hy a piinsl of six juci.^^sc for crisp-
ness of texture, flavor, .and appearance, -j'irmneas und 
flavor y.are each ratea on the basia of 10 ae a perfect 
score. The data which follo-kv indicate the avei'a ,2 ratings 
•;iv9nt 
-> ritiiig of zhiii. icind is necossciriiy susceptible 
to inaccuracies of judgment, but Joes serve -.a useful 
index of fruit quality. It v?as striking fnat at both ;520 
and 40O i'., numbers 1 and 2 treatsncnta resulted in fruit of 
excellent firranaris, v/huraas *.reat!iiunts 3 and 4 tiava fruit 
judged to be much softer, in «he opinion of the author, 
definitely turning moaly. ..'lavor was also Jud,;ed to bo 
batter in the first two than in the last two treatnicnta, 
•iith the exception of fruit in 5d, vihich for aoma reason 
received a very high rating. The pronounced aldehyde flavor 
of Jelicioufi becoming, overripe v.-as obvious in apples from 
treatments 5 and 4. It wau interacting, however, to note 
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Table 25. .'"iffect of controlled atmosphere storage on 
condition of Delicious apples as rated by a 
panel of juUfres^ J.''ebrui4ry 17, 1941. 
Sample Storage Firm­
number temper­ Treatment ness i''lavor Ground color 
ature 1-10 1-10 
OF, 
la 40 2.5> 02 8.6 7.6 light green 
lb 40 5 #0/5 COg 9.0 6.6 H » 
Ic 32 92.5>& Hs 9.1 5.0 n « 
Id 32 9.3 6.8 n n 
2a 40 2« 5/£> Oo 8.5 8.6 light green 
2b 40 0.0;^; C02 7.0 6.3 it If 
2c 32 97.5;v Ng 8.3 6.3 » 11 
2d 32 3.7 7.1 II U 
3a 40 25.0;i)' 02 P 6 .0 yollov? 
3b 40 6.0;^ 002 4.1 4,1 41 
3c 32 70.0/' if2 6.0 6.3 It 
3d 32 7.1 8.2 tt 
4a 40 Air 3.9 5.1 yellow 
4b 32 6.0 5.2 It 
that with one axcaption none of the can trolled atoiosi.here 
tre-tnents protiucad any undecirabla "off" flavors in the 
fruit. The one 0xcex)tion was lot la which after two days 
at 60° F. bacajaa quite noraial in flavor, iio apple scald 
had developed in any of the apples either trapped or un-
wray/oed. The offjct of hi.har oxy{;an concentration upon 
tranaforniation oi skin color v*as noted in tr^-atnents 3 and 
4 which ssliovjed fruit of yellow ground color as cunpared with 
light i^reen ground color in tho low oxyren truatments 1 and 2. 
Finnneos by preBHure test. Firmness of the fruit 
one day after renovul froti controlled svno£]ih-vesi aa jwr-jd 
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by the Ballauf presaurs tester was recorded with tan repre­
sentative apples; from each sariple, and is set forth in 
Table 26. 
Table 26. -i^ffect of controlled ataiosphery storage upon 
firmness of Delicious apples when removed to 
air, i'^ebruary 17, 1941. 
Saiiiple 
nufuber 
Storage 
temperature Treatment Firmnsss 
lb. 
la 40 2.6)s Ofj 12.4 
l"b 40 5.0;^ 12.9 
Ic 32 92.5;;^ H2 13.6 
Id 32 13.8 
2a 40 2.5/3' 02 12.0 
2b 40 0.0> G02 11.7 
2c 32 97.5;^ K2 12.5 
2d 32 13.3 
3a 40 25 .O,)! O2 11.3 
3b 40 b.O^ 002 10.2 
3c 32 7y#0/<b iJ2 11.6 
3d 32 11.4 
4a 40 Air 9.2 
4b 40 9.2 
4c 32 10.8 
4d 32 10.7 
These data confivm the obarfrvationa in Table 25 
sine- thoy ahor< that fruit froiu treatments 1 and 2 was con­
siderably finrier than that from treatments 3 cxnd 4. The 
fruit froni "c" and "d" treatiiients which was atorad at 32° *<'. 
was sojuewhat firmer than thut held at 400 h\ ("a" and "b" 
treutffiontei especially the air stored saiaple. 
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Soluble pectin, starchy and acidity values of 
controlled atmosohare stora;:e Trait wlian removed frcsn storage. 
Possibly the most accurate teet lor changes in firameas and 
cell v;all structure in fruit is tha determination of degree 
of protopectin hydrolysis to the soluble ^jectin form, (7, 8, 
15, 20) which indicates the degree to which the irdddle 
laniallae of the cell vjalls have bscoi/ie hydrolyaed and broken 
down, and consequently the progress ol" softening of tii^: flesh. 
;iciuity changes as rule give soma indication of progress 
of riv)ening, sinca ucid tends to disjippaar aurin.' the ripen­
ing process. Starch hydrolysis also provides a useful j.uide 
as to thi stage of rii^sness attained since complete absence 
of starch (as judged by the iodine rsaction; is associr-ted 
with full ripeness. These data ary iven in full in Tabic 27. 
It is cloi^rly indicated by the of T-ible 27 that 
protopectin liydroJysic of cell v.all tliiclienii-bi^ to the soluble 
pectin form, was mi^rkedly retarded by each of Ihe three con­
trolled £t:nosphero8 in couip.^.rison with air stora;-Q. T}iis yislb 
most inarlcsd in the Ko«2 trehitmenu. In the controlled atiaos-
phares, soluble }„uctin values ut 32° F. ware juat Jli^htly 
lowor than at 40*^ i',, Gut in air stor'^.d fruit ajproximatoly 
one-half that found at 40O F. It ia interesting to note! that 
fruit stored in controlled >jtnicopharcG Hlic.ved clu:.o lo '-ha 
same soluble pectin v.*lU6 {'1.9 nj(j.,',at tixo of r-jmovul to 
air» as i'ound at tirao of picking. In ot'iar vvord-^, piacuicaiiy 
no protopectin hydrolysis had taken jjlace with uhe fruit 
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Table 27. jDffect of controlled atniosphare storage upon 
soluble pectin content, aciuity, and starch 
values of Delicious apples at tiiae of removal 
to air, i'ebruary 18, 1941. 
• 
Sample 
number 
iitoraga 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Soluble 
pectin 
Acidity Starch-
iodine 
reaction 
stage 
(See Jj'iK.4) 
pH To tal 
/ 
OF. rug. cc. 
Xa 40 2.5^ 02 6.2 4.42 5.7 7 
lb 40 5,0)^ G02 6.8 4.36 5.6 7 
Ic 32 92.5^ N2 6.4 4.43 5.7 7 
Id 32 5.4 4,41 6.0 7 
2a 40 2,5^ 02 4.2 4.44 5.5 7 
2b 40 0.0',i COz 5.2 4.41 5.8 7 
2c 32 97.5'^ H g  3.2 4.48 5.8 6 
2d 32 4.5 4.46 5.8 6 
3a 40 25.0;^ 02 9.3 4.47 4.8 8 
3b 40 d,0/c C02 8.3 4.43 4 .6 8 
3c 32 70.0^t S2 5.2 4.43 4.9 7 
3d 32 5.4 4.49 5.2 7 
4a 40 Air 24.6 4.63 5.0 8 
4b 40 23.1 4.52 5.2 8 
4 c 32 11.1 4.49 5.6 7 
4d 32 15.7 1 4.55 5.6 7 
Check Fruit i  it picking 4.9 4.32 7.7 1 2 
/ expressed as *05 ii HaOH to titrate 12.5 cc. Juicc diluted 
to 50 cc. 
stored in controlled atmosphares during a stora^^e period of 
over four months. 
Starting with an initial active acidity value (pH) 
of 4.52 and total acidity value of 7.7 at titae of pickingj 
by the ond of the 8tora.::e period these values had dropped to 
around pH 4.45 and 5.5 for total acidity. The air stored 
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fruit at 4 0° j;,, and the fruit from treatment 3 with high 
oxygen showed the greatest acid lossss. Tha tra-^tment which 
produced least acid loss was lTo.2 (2.J3>& Og and 97.5)^ Kg)* 
It will be notad that results with duplicate "a." and ""b" 
treatments did not always check. This is probably due to 
variability in rhe eamplos. 
Apples from d ch lot were cut and dipped in iodine 
solution, and the araount of starch present recorded. Traces 
of starch in the outer periphery of the cortex were notad in 
most lots, but only in samples 2c and 2d wore any appreciable 
quantities of starch present. Organoleptic tests and pactin 
valueii suggested also that these two lotti ware least advanced 
in degree of ripeness. 
Examination of fruit nine days after reraaval from 
storage. Uino days after tha Delicious wore reciovod from 
controlled atmosphere storage to air at 65© ?. they v/ere 
again examined for eating quality and firmness. Lots 1 and 
2 had retained their firmness and crispness to a laarked de­
gree whereas Lot 3 was (^oia;'. medly and the air stored saiaplos 
at and 40'^ i<'. vjere definitely mealy. LSoreover, the air 
stored aamploa, particularly 'i-hose held at 40o i''., had taken 
on the typicaj stale overripe JOelicious flavor. 
.'Examination of fruit seventeen days after romoval 
from storage. Seventeen days after reajoval froa atoraja the 
fruit was a;^-ain given an extensive oxanination. PresBure 
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tests and cbeniical detarminations ware eiade similar to thosa 
taksr) at tiiuo of removal frcxn storage. Results of oaaipling 
tests to detenrdne flavor, inealinessj and firmness are given 
in Table 28. 
Table 28. Condition of Delicious apples seventeen days after 
renaoval froni controlled atmosphere storage to air 
at 650 ilarch 6, 1941. 
Sample 
nuuLb'-T 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment .l'"lavor laeiiliness Firmness 
OF. lb. 
la 4 0 02 6 ;'lxcessive 9j9 
lb 40 5,0;^' GCh 3 tl 8.5 
Ic 32 92.5>' I-Tg 5 3} 9.6 
Id 32 5 (1 9.2 
2a 40 2.5> 02 5 Jxceusiiva 9.1 
2b 40 0.0>' 002 6 Moderate 9.6 
2c 32 97.5^* M2 7 41 10.5 
2d 32 7 II 3.9 
3a 40 25,0/5 02 5 stale .ixcaGcive 7.7 
3b 40 5»0/i» GOp 5 " It 7.9 
3c 32 70.0>' U2^ b u 9.2 
3d 32 5 u 8.6 
4a 40 Air 3 stale rixcossiva 8.7 
4b 40 3 " 8.7 
4c 32 4 " /Excessive 8.8 
4d 32 4 " 8.8 
These data indicat. that the initial advantage in 
firraries;; of the fruit atorod in controlMl atniospiicros had 
lar!_;ely disappeared "by March 6, aevoutaen days later. All 
lots except the ijo.2 treatmontE were definitely laealy, and 
a stale objectionabla aldehyde flavor had devoloped in Lots 
3a, 3b, and 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d. The fruit from treatiaante 
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2c and 2d {2,b'^ Og and 97.5^o Ng, at 32° F.) and treatment 213 
at 40° i''. v/as considerably less raealy ttian the other lots 
and superior in flavor. 
As judged by the presaura teator, the fruit of 
tre.^tment 2 was also firaer than that of the other lots. 
The fruit receiving the hi._2i oxygen treatniont at 40° F. 
(Eos, :Sa, 3b) vias decidadly the softest of all three lots. 
Air Gtored fruit v/as softer tlian fruit .iiven treatmants 1 
and 2. 
Soluble pectin and acidity values of controlled 
atrnosi^here storage Delicious seventeen days after removal 
to air at 65° 3?. \"han the fruit was exa;ninsd on Karch 6, 
eeventeen days after removal from Btora^e, soluble pectin 
and acidity values v.'.ire again detarmined. These data follow 
in Table 29. 
3y comisaring these data with thoye .'-iven in Table 
27, strikin-: changes are evident, especially the pectin 
values which incraasad four to six times durin^: tho seventeen 
days at 65° The fruit t^iven lJo.3 treatntont L-howed by far 
tho iiijhetit colublQ pectin coutent» and this \¥a3 in agreement 
with the presaure tect determinations taken on this fruit at 
that tic-9. Pectin content in Uie 40° i'. air stored fruit 
incroaeed on.ly ftli^;htly whvjreas at 52° the pectin values 
Blif^htly more than doubled.. 
.dive acidity (pll) decreased quite markedly, par­
ticularly in tho air stored fruit at 32° i', whereas total 
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Table 29. "Iffact of controlled atmosphere storage upon the 
soluble psjtin content and acidity values of 
Delicious apples seventeen days after removal 
froa. storage, March 6, 1941. 
Sample 
number 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Soluble 
pectin 
Acidity 
pH Total 
/ 
Op. rag. cc. 
la 40 2.5> Ojj 26.7 4.70 5.3 
lb 40 5»0;^ C02 23.5 4.66 5.0 
Ic 32 92.5;^ 1^2 25.6 4.71 5.9 
Id 32 28.7 4.62 5.8 
2a 40 2.5;i 02 25.3 4.69 5.6 
2h 40 0.0^^ C02 27.1 4.71 5.0 
2c 32 97,5;i Ms 22.4 4.72 5.1 
2d 32 21.6 4.72 4.9 
3a 40 25.0,!$ 02 38.5 4.77 4.8 
3b 40 o.O,fe GO2 37,9 4.72 4.9 
3c 32 70.0;J N2 25.1 4.76 4.6 
3d 32 33.6 4.74 4.7 
4a 40 Air 29.9 4.74 5.2 
4b 40 29.4 4.72 5.1 
4c 32 30.2 4.88 4,6 
4d 32 32.1 4.81 5.5 
^ expreosed as calcium p3ctate loer lf» cc. Juice. 
/ expressed as .05 NaOH to titrate 12.5 cc. juice diluted 
to 50 cc« 
acidity declined slightly. These clianges did not appaar to 
be correlated significantly with any particular storage 
truutmont. 
Sucrose, reducing auf^ra, and wainht of alcohol-
leached residue of fruit stored in corttrolled atmospheres. 
To detenaine wliat changes had taken place in the sugar con­
tent of the fruit stored under different atmospheres, dupli­
cate analyses from each lot were raade for reducing su^^ar and 
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sucrose. In addition the dry weights of the alcohol-laached 
tiscue samples were obtained, principally to ascertain the 
docrease in insoluble residue hetween harvest time and the 
time the fruit v<as removed from stora£;a in Fghruary, The 
difference which is large can be asaujTied, without appreciable 
error, to ba due to starch present at picking, but largely, 
if not entirely, hydrolyaad to glucoaa 4i;ring stora^^e. These 
data are -iv-en in 'fables 30, 31, and 52. 
Table 30. .effect of controlled atmosphere storage on sugar 
content of Delicious apples -iftfhen removed from 
storage, i-'ebruary 17, i941. 
Sample 
numbor 
S torage 
temper­ Treatment 
Percentage sugar 
(fresh ".vei,:ht basis) 
ature Reducing Sucrose j Total 
oi^. > 
iall 19' 1, At picj<ing ti ,65 2.52 9.17 
la 
lb 
Ic 
Id 
40 
40 
32 
32 
2.5/4 02 
o .0^* ^^2 
92.5;^ WiJ 
9.11 
9,57 
8.64 
8.94 
1.52 
1.60 
2,24 
2.60 
10,63 
11,10 
10.88 
11.54 
2a 
2b 
2c 
2d 
40 
40 
32 
32 
2.5;;a' O2 
o.o;6 CO2 
'97.5^ Vi2 
9.36 
9.11 
8.78 
B.78 
2.16 
1.80 
2.36 
2.20 
11.52 
10.91 
11,14 
10.98 
3a 
3b 
3c 
3d 
'10 
40 
32 
32 
<:5.o;i 02 
5.0^ C02 
70.0,^' 1I2 
9.32 
9.36 
8,69 
8,67 
1.60 
1.24 
2,36 
2.64 
10.92 
10,60 
11.05 
11.21 
4a 
4b 
4c 
•id 
40 
40 
32 
32 
Air 6,27 2,72 10.99 
8.94 
9.32 
2,12 
2.40 
10.06 
11.72 
•" x02 -» 
.i''rom Table 30 it is sYidtint that there was some 
variation between lots as to reducing sugar and sucrose con­
tent, but there does not seem to be any significant effect 
that could be attributed to the treatruants themselvas. 
riathar it v/ould appear that variations existing between 
duplicate samples (i«8. "a" and "b", "c" and "d" samples), 
and different tre-^tiaants (i.e. 1, 2, 5, and 4} could be more 
raaaonably assigned to slight variations in experimental 
samples. 
Unless respiration rates v.e -u very markedly reduced 
by contralled c-tinosphtjres, not much change in total sijigar 
content could be axpectod, for by calculation it hiiS been 
shown that a iielicious apple loses only about 9.0 per cent 
of its su^-ar content throutjh respiration during a period of 
six months' stora^-e at 32° y. (tee pa.,0 73) Xt has bsen 
shovjn by Kidd and est (29) that there is soiue reduction in 
respiration rate of apples in controlled atraosphera storage. 
It does saem fairly consistent}, however, that the 
sucrose cont-'nt of apples stored at 32° ¥, 'Ras a little hit^Jier 
than ttot of those at 40° F. It is interesting; also to note 
the lo;v total ou^jar value for the sample taJien at pictcing. 
Thiij value (6.65 per cent) is lov« in compariaon vath the 
uampjes taJien after stora(;;e, because in these samples, approxi-
iiiately 2.5 per ci-nt of starch ^i^esant in the apples at picking 
had been hydrolyzod over to reducing sugar. 
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In Ta'ble 31 are shov^n the sugar values for the 
different aainplos sevantesn days after removal from storage. 
These figures again indicate little significant difference 
batv^ean treatments and on the whole tend to show a slightly 
hii^her sugar content than at the tlTie of removal frooi storage, 
probably because of a small degree of shrivelling. 
Table 31. j-ffact of controlled atiaosphere storage on sugar 
content of Delicious apples seventeen days after 
reiuoval from storage, March 6, 1941. 
Sample 
number 
Storage 
temper­
ature 
Treatment 
Percentage sugar 
(fresh wai/^ht basis) 
Seducing j  oucrose Total 
0 (J/ /O % % 
la 40 2.5:1 02 10.20 1.68 11.88 
lb 40 5.0;£ C02 9.66 2.16 11.82 
Ic 32 92.5;^ N2 9.32 2.20 11.52 
Id 32 9.36 2.08 11.44 
2a 40 2.5^' 02 S.70 1.68 11.38 
2b 40 OiO^ COp 9.83 2.04 11.87 
2c 32 97.5> S  N2 ' 9.45 1.84 11.29 
2d 32 8.94 2.68 11.62 
3a 40 02 9.20 1.88 11.08 
3b 40 5.0^' CO2 9.32 2.08 11.40 
3 c 32 70.0^ JJ2 9.36 1.34 11.20 
od 32 9.49 1.92 11,41 
4a 40 Air 10.20 1.56 11.76 
4b 40 9.37 2,04 11,41 
4 c 32 9.37 2.08 11,45 
4d 32 8.36 1 3.20 11.56 
In Table 32 the alcohol-insoluble rcciiduo after 
extrj-ction of the UO-.^raai ija;aplc of tissue is shown. It 
is appar nt from these data that the alcohol-insoluble residua 
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of ths fruit was approxiaiately 2 per cant, subject to varia­
tions betviean samples. The \veir;fats of the residue on March 5 
were consistently less than on Jj'ebruary 17, this loss probably 
bein;:^ to pectin cocapounds in the cell walls being hydro­
lyzed over to the soluble form, as reported under pectin 
analyses, i'he comparison with the saraple taken in tte fall 
Table 32. iuffect of controlled atmosphere storage upon 
insoluble residue remairiing after alcohol extrac­
tion of apple uisoUQ for reiiioval of substances 
soluble in 80 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
oaraple 
number 
Storage 
teruper-
ature 
Treatintn t 
Percentage insoluble residua 
in samples preserved on 
Feb. 17 3iarch 6 
la 40 2.6>' 02 
% 
1.95 
c' /» 
1.88 
lb 40 b.0% C02 2.01 1.80 
ic 32 92.5;^ i;2 2.01 1.84 
Id 32 2.16 1.87 
2a 40 2.5;g 02 1.95 1.78 
2b 40 0 .Oj^ OO2 1.97 1.75 
2c 32 97.6/2 N2 1.97 1.85 
fid O'd 2.00 1.84 
5a 40 25.0;6 02 1.95 1.78 
3b 40 5.0;^' GO2 1.80 1.74 
oc 32 10,0'^ ii2 2.07 1.80 
3d 32 1.84 1.78 
4a 40 Air 1.81 1.83 
4b 40 2.00 1.88 
4c 32 2.02 1.87 
4d 32 2.26 1.87 
}iote: A check saiaple analysed at harvetjt tiiae contained 
4.32 per cent insoluble residue. 
at tiiiie of picking (4.32 per cent) indicates that roughly 2.5 
per cent of the starch pressnt at harvest time vfas hydrolyzed 
during storage to reducing sugar. 
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5. "axinK of Delioious applas in relation to keeping:; quality. 
Interesting claims have "been nsade "by comjaercial 
corapanies concerning the use of wax emulsions for retarding 
ripening and controlling mealiness in Delicious applas. To 
investii.ate these claims several years' experiaients have 
been carried out with the wax oiiiulsion supplied by a commer­
cial manufacturer. Composition of the wax emulsion and method 
of application are found undar "Procedure" on page 22. The 
co:p.position of the oiatorial v/as similar in the three different 
seasons, except that in 1939 the emulsifying a unt was sodium 
oleate inste^-d of triethanolamine used in 1936 and 1937. In 
1936, a 6 per cent -.vax emulsion was used, in 1937, 3, 4, and 
5 per cent emulsionsi and in 1939, a 5 per cent emulsion, 
-xtensive data have oean accumulated, but only a ausjiiary of 
the results is preaensed hirewith. 
In 1936, the 6 p^r cent wax emulsion had a pro­
nounced off-act upon dalayin^ the onset of '.'ealinet-s and t;tale 
flavor in Delicious, prolon>;in;; storage life after romoval of 
fruit frau 32o to 60° to 37 days as comi/ared v»ith 15 days 
for unwaxed checks. -t t}:8 end of three v/eekB, unwaxed 
fruit was excebsively mealy while Y.axed fruit wai still firm 
and juicy. However, dovelopiiiunt of a p«culiar type of aculd 
was induced by the vjaxinjj treatment which gcive a scald indeix 
of 46 per cent in treated fruit as compared with only 9 per 
cent in untreated fruit. The scalded areas were somewhat 
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sunken in appearance and set in hard winklos, whereas ordi­
nary apple scale loaves the affected areas quite smooth. 
Table 33. .'effect of wax emulsions upon keeping quality of 
Delicious stored at 32° F. and then removed to 
ripening room at 60o p. 
Year 'ax 
concen­
tration 
Date 
removed 
froa cold 
storage 
to ripen­
ing rOODB 
Jj'irm-
ness 
whan 
recfloved 
Period 
of good 
eating 
condi­
tion 
Mealiness 
at end of 
3 vieeke 
.Flavor Scald 
'/a lb. days yo 
1936 6 i'eb, 11 14.5 37 N one Good 46 
check 14.5 15 ;ixcessive H 9 
1937 3 .%iar • 23 14.9 10 -excessive Poor 68 
4 15.3 10 iioderate >'air 67 
5 15.8 20 N II 47 
check 14.7 8 Jxcessive Poor 3 
1939 5 70b. 12 12.8 20 Ik ir'air 0 
chack 12.9 20 H 0 
* This season fruit did not go mealy. 
In the 1937 oxpariraeutt., 3, 4, und 5 per cant Max 
emulsions were used to see if lov/ar ijonciiutraLions of wax 
oiaulsion would obviato coal a develoximent while at the same 
time producing the same inhibititij: effects upon ripening as 
noted v.ith the 6 poi" cent euuicion used the uruvious year. 
Scald development was atill serious, in Tact more serious 
than tioiit of the :<revious season. Uhucii fruit had practi­
cally no ocald. The atren^jth of tlie e;nulsion, howiiver, did 
ahovi an effect on the xewpinti uuality or the I'ruit, for the 
appla;i recoiving the b por cont wax omulcion remained in 
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good eating condition for 20 days wluraas those raceiving 3 
and 4 per cint emulBion remained in eatin;^- condition 
only ten days, just slightly more than unwaxed checks. 
In 1939 a comprehensive experiment w^s planned 
and carried out where maturity . t harvest and type of fruit 
wrap were studied in ralation to the use of v/ax emulsions for 
jUeliciouo apples. i>ruit was harvostt^d at five weekly inter­
vals starting September 26, and i^tored, wiixed i^nd umnaxed, 
oil -.vrapped and plain -.vrappad, at 32° j?'. The oiled wraps 
were used to sea if the acald produced by the waxing- treat­
ment could be controlled by this iaathod. The apples wore 
ranioved fron: sto:L-a, o on i^ebruary 12 to the ripening roojh and 
ax-<:riined at Uiat tii.io^ and a^ain after l;hrea weeks. 
A voluiKs of data Y.nc sjcurod, but due to 
unusual circuiistances, the inforiiiatiou aouglit after way not 
'jOi—ined. In tho lirat place, 1939 bei.ig a cool ajauon vtith 
rathcir poor rriiturily for the Jelicious apple, none of the 
picicinga harveated uhowcd any tendency to go jnealy. In the 
ijecorid plaou, acald vaas not a seriouB factor in the storaj-e 
cjf -iJtiliciuut or uny otiier vari>ity in the seuoou. 
i'iiirdly, a difforent asnulsifier, sodiuia ole-ite, w.is usud 
in tlie wax eiauisiun rather than the trieths^nolamine uoiid 
previously. It is i^uite possible tiiat the cliiu,,;e in amului-
fying agent wao largely reaponsible for eliiiii/jation of scald 
in iJeliciouB Viaxod in 1939. Tile responaos of the different 
pickini 8 of tVaxed and umvaxed Oellcioue viere eo similar to 
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aach other and to untreated, controls, thi^t data for only the 
October 17 picking are presanted in TaMe 33. 
rurther information on the affect of the emulsi­
fying a;,ent and oiled wraps v/ill ba nscessary before coia-
mercial evaluation of vvaxin.; for Delicious apples can be 
considered. It be mentioned that when the wax drios, 
the coatin{i is so thin as to bB .iiriuercaptiblo and in no way 
iJiipairs tha eating quality of the akin. axitii- has not been 
found to injure the flvvor of iJeiicious apples. It has been 
etjtiuiaLed by tlie cuiupaxiy v/hc supplied the tit.turials thi.t 
viaxing could bs performed for an outlay of two cents per 
oox. 
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i\r. Disaussiou 
The results of thiss study indicate that poor quality 
in Delicious apples rmy bo due to unfavorable growing condi­
tions, incorrect mturity at harvest, or improper storay.e. 
»tuality in this connaction refers to presence or absence of 
char-cterictic Delicious flavor, and preacnce or absence of 
:naalinesc. 
In 1939, when a cool 8umnae.r and fail • revstiled, few 
Delicious attained superior qualityf actually they never 
really reached a proper dei3rae of maturity. In the following 
season (1940) the weather was above averaff,® in warmth during 
sujjicur and fall and fruit of unucually fjood quality was har­
vested. ^efisonal we.-jtthar conditione o^rer which the -.-rowjr 
has no control can thus influence quality in i^alicious very 
iiiarkadly. Jforeover, even in good seasons, the fruit in sorao 
orchards oeldorii matures properly whereas in other orchards 
niaturity is perfect. 
Immaturely harveated Delicious ripen into fruit of 
poor flavor, -i'lavor is a hard thing to describe in any var­
iety—eupocially Delicious, .itteinpts in the past have been 
made to describe flavor in terms of sugar-acid balance (Shaw 
58}. Chociically speaking this ratio is easy to dotarmino, 
but from the- standpoint of fruit flavor it does not eupply 
jjiuch inforaiation. Dalicious ia an apple of average sugar 
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content, but particularly lev/ acid content. During the weeks 
preceding harvesting, maturity chanr^as occurring in sugar and 
acid are of very small amount. The odorous constituents of 
apples have been shown by Pov/ar and Chestnut (57) to consist 
essentially of various asters coiabined with acetaldehyde. 
The presence of these odorous constituents in Delicious 
apples seems especially important in the development of 
charucteristic Delicious flavor. In combination with sugars, 
acid, tannin,, etc., these flavoring principles impart to 
Delicious its delicate varietal flavor, .-.ri interei^ting 
chemical study could be uiade dealin : vvith she metabolism of 
odorous constituents in Delicious apples. 
Harvesting iielicious at the correci. stage of matur­
ity saemB to asivurn that thesiio flavorin ; esters viill be pre­
sent and vt'ill develop fully when tlie fruit reaches eating 
ripeness. An iinjuaturely picked Delicious will ripen into 
an aaible fruit, but iiill oe svioet and insipid lo taste, and 
will lack characteristic variatal flavor. One who has fami-
liari-^cd }iims.jlf with the variaty can dit-corn at time of 
pickii £j, by biting into an unripe appio, whether or not the 
true i^Qliciouo flavor is present and will develop upon 
ripenin;;. Delicious harvested ini;;at,ure aeldoai oeccme mealy, 
but when overripe assuae the stalj flavor characteristic of 
Delicious past their prime. 
In speaking of im .aturity it is in order to point 
out t}iat ijmiiaturo fruit is not always i.hc reuult of too early 
picking. Cee grade i)eliGious which are common on trees 
poorly thinned or inadequately pruned, or in over-crowded 
or over-stimulated orchards, are distinctly fruit of lov; 
maturity. They have a poor shovv'ing of red akin color, a 
fleuh 'With a g^^eenish tin^e particularly around the carpel-
lary bundles, and are aliaost uniformly lacking in v^arietal 
flavor. Orchards surveyed in this investigation, ana the 
general observauiona of the iuthor indicate that particular 
attention should be paid to cultural operations with this 
variety. Bast quality i^elicious are usually of i^xtra .Fancy 
or i'ancy grade itnd of 138 or larger sisss to the bushel "box. 
On laature full-bearing trees, thinning fruits 9 inches apart 
is often nacessary to aecure apples of deairable size and 
color, and ir.ay laake the difference between t:ood and poor 
v-juality. 
The best sin ,le test for inaturity in striped 
strains of the i)elicicus apple is probably a good shov,irig 
of solid red color combined with wi flesh color turning from 
white to cream as described by Strachan (65). The etarch-
iodine te^t for maturity in Jelicious apples ia doacrioed, 
but fliore coaprahensive work will be required before ro.cora-
-jiandations oasecl \jpcn it ;jiay safely be made. 
Anotliar factor responsible for i;00r quality in 
LieJicious is a mealy con.iition of the flesh vfhich is asso-
ciatud with hydrolysis of the protopectin in the cell walls 
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to the soluble pectin form. This hydrolysis of the cell 
•.vail thickenings weakens the cellular organization of the 
flesh and caut'es it to "becoma soft and aiealy. Chemical 
analyses of mealy and non-raealy apples indicate no signi­
ficant differences except in their soluble pectin values. 
/>ny i>elicious apples picked mture or overmature will even­
tually 'b.;cojue mealy, the Jioro niaturo they are at picking, 
the more likely they are to b.jcoiiie aealy early in their 
ttora.e life. Delicious ripen vary faat at room tempera­
tures becominj i'atin.^ ripe two -ivae'cs i'ron: picidri-; -.vhen held 
at 600 Three w'eeks from pickin ; at 60o f, they are often 
turning .T.ealy. Prompt cold stora^^e greatly checks ripening; 
six to seven weeks from picking are required for the fi'uit 
to ripen to prime condition at 40° and nine to twelve 
weeks at 32° i'. delayed storage for this variety is disas­
trous, for the apples soften as much in three waeks on the 
paokin45 houae floor as they do in three uiunths at 320 
At 40° they soften as riiuch in tiiree taonths ae t'ney do 
in six months at 32° P. A mealy i^elicioua apple is not an 
attractive fruit to eat at any time, but is uoually doubly 
objectionable since it also posoeset-s a peculiar, atale, 
musty, aldehydic flavor particularly characteri.: tic of the 
variety, h pnysiological investigation into the nature of 
the substance producing this overripe flavor in Delicious 
would bo an intereotint^ contribution to knowledge. 
Gontrollint; and delaying development of mealiness 
in iSeliciouB apples depends upon treatraants vjhich inhibit 
ripening. Storage of Dulicious in a controlled atmosphere 
of 2«5 per cent oxygen and 97.5 per cent carbon dioxide at 
either 32° or 40° i;', markedly retarded ripening of the fruit. 
The low oxygen content of this ataioephare produced the bene­
ficial effect vdthout impairing fruit flavor. A mixture 
with similar oxygen content, but vdth the addition of 5 per 
cent of carbon dioxide gave results nearly as f'ood. However, 
•.vhen carbon dioxide vias present in the at/sosphere in aiaoimts 
from b to 10 per cent, in the presence of 10- to 25 per cent 
of oxy. en, softening of fruit and developnaunt of mealiness was 
actually more rapid than in plain air at the same temperature. 
The fact that 5 per cent of carbon dioxide vji Uri 2.5 per cent 
oxyi^en gave results suparior to storage in air appears to 
indicate that rath low oxygen carbon dioxide did not produce 
any vex'y marked delutirious effects. i<'urthor investigation 
into the composition of the internal atiaosphure of fruits 
, iven different controlled atmoaphure treai-i/ieuts Y.ould pro-
oably j,rovide useful infor/aation. ."axint; of Delicious im­
proved keeping quality, out the reason for this is difficult 
to explain on the basis of the carbon dioxide - oxygen rela­
tionships just discussed. 
The physiological Ghanges associated witii ripening 
in the Delicious variety are dealt with in some detail. 
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iiinphasis is laid upon the fact that inealinass in this variety 
is not associated with depletion of food resorves, "but rathar 
with hydrolysis of pro topeetin materials to the soluble 
pectin form. The soluble pectin content of the juice seemed 
a .vood index of stage of ripeness. Changes in starch content 
of the fruit during ripening, as jutiged by the starcxi-iodine 
reaction, show promise as a moans of evaluating keeping life 
of a],jjlo8 stored at different texaporatures. iiy comparing 
sainpleb v.ith the photographs in i'igure 4 it may ua judged 
how long such samples may safely be expected to keep in good 
condition. 
An important aspect of t-he -Jelicious storage problem 
which needs iuvestiiijiation is the relative merits of red 
si.riiiub of j^elieious as cojuparaa with the standard striped 
strain with particular reference '*,0 maalinesa, quality, and 
storage life. 
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Y. CUI^CLUSIGiiS 
1. Orchard conditions and seasonal variations 
iitarkedly influence the quality of Delicious apples. 
2. of i^elicious applas is frequently 
mai^red by harveating the I'ruit in an inuiuiture condition, 
3. Delicious apples harvoated at th® correct 
stage of maturity to ensura development of superior quality^ 
ara iikoly to .^o ;iiaaly in a short tima unless car a is taken 
to provide proper storage conviitions. 
4. Immediate stora ie of iielicious at 320 !•'. is 
nccaasary to ensure Ionisest kgejiing life. 
5. t-torage at higher teniperaturos or following 
periods of delay at hi^h temperatures greatly reduces storage 
life. 
6» Decroaso in starch content and increase in 
soluble pectin content ara raliaijle physiological teeta for 
ripening in Uelicious after the fruit has been picked and 
placed in stora^^e. 
7. Storage of Delicious applas in ataiospheres 
containing 2.5 per cant oxy^ien and 97.5 per cent nitrogen 
ul 320 iO, or 400 inhibits softoning, retards changes in 
ground color of skin, and greatly incraaaes storage life 
as compared with air stored chocks hold at 320 r. Moreover, 
tiuch traatBJcnt results in no undesirable flavor or aroma, 
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and in no tendency toward loss of ability to ripen with 
oViuracteristic Delicious quality when the fruit is removed 
from storage. 
8. Storage of iJelicious apples in atmospheres 
containin^^ 5 per cent carbon dioxide with oxygen above the 
10 per cent level causes the apples to become mealy, whereas 
5 par cant carbon dioxide with 2.5 per cent oxygen does 
little harm. 
9. Chemical composition of iJelicious apples stored 
in controlled atmoiiplieres differs si{5nificantly from air-
Etorod checks only in reduced rats of protopactin hydrolysis. 
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VI. smaJAHY 
This investigation doling with harvesting ;-nd 
utoi*a^e of i>oliciou8 apples ha,s heen in progress since 1^37, 
>. ^reat voluma of fruit has been exa.-.dned from growars' 
orcharus, and from commercial colu stor-.'^.e plants of the 
ajjple growing districts of the Oiiani-jgan V'allsy of British 
Columl3ia. <Jne year's work was carricd out in Iowa vrith 
lowa-grovm Uelicious. The atudias hav^j involved harvesting 
tests, different methods of etorage, and physiolo^^ical tests 
for recogniziaj and evaiUiitin^, the pro^iress of ripening in 
£:torad fruit. Gontrollod utniospherti storat,e for Delicious 
has been invesfcigatad in both Iowa and British Golumbia. 
Chu.i.ical dstarminations of clmn^es involved during the 
ripening of L'elioious apples under different treatments are 
presented# The results ara sunu^arized as follows; 
1. Delicious apples harvested in different orchtirds 
in aifferent districts showed gre.«t variaoility in quality, 
jRuturity, firfline^B, and keeping quality. 
2. A.'pluc picked iifniiature ntsv^jr d<iveloped true 
delicious flavor, out seldom turned mealy, even after pro­
longed stora^^ej apples picked mature liad ,,ood flavor, but 
tonded to become mealy soon after ripanlng unless stored 
inunediately at 32° F.i whan overripe both mature and imitiatjira 
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j^elicious acquired a stale disagreeable flavor. 
3. Seasonal v^eathor conditions greatly influenced 
quality in I>elicious. In the cool season of 1939 j/iaturity 
and quality were enerally poor; in the hot tjeasoii of 1940, 
excellent. 
4« The starch-iodine reaction as a picking ,_,uide 
for jJelicious is discussed but not fully recu-amendad. Starch 
decreased slowly in Delicious until the fin-vl picking »vh8n 
a large loss was noted. 
5. In the period preceding harvastinj; -'aaturity, 
changes in sugars and acid T.ere found to be very ai^ll in 
amount. 
6. Delicious ripened about throe tiiues as fa&t at 
60° as at 40° and about 1.5 times as fast at 40° h\ 
as at 32° .1?'. as judged by organoleptic tests. 
7. After harvest Jelicious bacoina aatinij ripe in 
two vveoks at 600 p.; in six to seven wauks at 40° !•'. i and 
in nine to twelve weeks at 32° .b'. .Doliciuus aijplos vfers 
ifl^aly and overripe in five to six weeks from pickin;^ when 
held at 60° F.» in fifteen to aixtuen -weaks whan held at 
40° i<"., and in twenty-four to twenty-sevon uscks vjhen held 
at 32° F, At 32® F., the best tempurature for atorinj^ iJeli-
cious, this rarioty should not be stored longer than sixteen 
weeks* 
8. Delayed storage, wliere iJelicious wore held for 
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periods of one, two, and three woeke prior to placing in 
cold storafc;e, greatly reducad suhaequent storage life. 
9. Delicious softened as much in thr^a weeks at 
60° F. as in three months at 32° At 40° F. Delicious 
softened as much in three months as apples slored at 32° F. 
for six months. Jj'ruit ramoTed from cold stora^^e later than 
February did not soften much further. 
10. -hen removed from cold storage Delicious apples 
vjhich had been cold stored iint'iediateihy -warQ oupoi'ior in 
i'lcivor to those ,_;ivGn daliiyGd storage. 
11. In Delicious held t 60° P., respiration inten­
sity reached its cli'Jiactaric about fivo days aftiir picking} 
fruit stored at 40o and 32o ehovied no distinct climac­
teric. 
12. -Respiration rate at 60° F. ivas double that at 
40° -V. and thrso times that at 32° F. Suj^ar losses tiirough 
respiration during the storage life of the fruit amounted to 
roughly 1 per cent of the fresb v,ei:ht at picking. 
13. Hydrolysis of protopoctin to soluble pectin in 
Delicious applsii closely parullelad rate of ripening at dif­
ferent tamperaturos. 
14. Disappearance of starch as judged by the starch-
iodine re.-ction proved a reliable index of degree of ripening 
in storage at different tempertiturae- f'or this purpose, a 
set of uight photo,graphed standards is prasonted showing 
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progressive decrease in starch content of Delicious apples 
during ripening. 
15, Delicious stored in "natural build-up" carbon 
dioxide concentrations of 5.0, 7.5, and 10,0 par cant at S20 
and 40° F. actually became mealy faster than smilar fruit 
stored in air. 
16, These atmospheres induced heavy devalopaant of 
a p-iculiar type of skin scald, esp ecially c-.t 40° 
17, Storage of Delicious tipples in an atmosphere 
of 2.5 per cant oxy,>^n and 97.5 per cent «itro;.en at 40° and 
.'i2° retarded softening, inliibited uin-mgea in ground color 
of skin, and ;-raatiy iiiaproved keeping .u^lity over fruit 
i^tored in air at 32° j.'"". "hen rajaoved frow iiturage in Feb­
ruary, solubla pectin values of the fruit i^ere about the 
;;ame as at tinie of pickinf^. Keeping life at 60° i-, was pro-
iongtsd at least ten days aa compared v«ith yimiiar fruit 
stored in air at 62*^ i-'. 
1£. An atraosphera of 2.5 pur cunt oxygen, 5.0 per 
cent carbon dio.iide, and 9i!.5 per cent nitrogen gave nearly 
aS good results as the 2.5 ; 97.5 ox.cien-nitrocjen mixture. 
19. Storage of Jelicious in jin atmosphere containing 
25.0 par cant oxy-;0n, 5.0 per cent oaruon dioxide, and 70,0 
j>or cant nitrOijen caused the fruit to go mealy and ripen 
iuore I'apidly than in air. 
20, Much ^;reu.tor uiffarendes in storage life of 
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iielicious were noted between 32o and 40o F. storage in air, 
than between 32° and 40^ i", storage in controlled ituiospheres 
21« 'file only significant changes in chemical cocipoai 
tion of fruit atored in controlled atmospheres as compared 
v.it?i uir, involvin;' analyses for su.g;ars, starch, acid, and 
p^ctii!, were the differences in da. roa of protopOGtin hydro-
lyyis, vihich reflected tha a:nount of softenin^-i; which had 
taken plJice. 
22. "axin,!?: of iJelicioue a.].plas vsith a conuiisrcicil 
brurid of wax emulsion delayed dovolop.;,ant of moalirjess, im­
proved storage life, but resulted in the ay.paarance of a 
peculiar type of skin scald dif-oring somewhat fro® typical 
appla isoald. 
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